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The Berrigan Procedures The Berrigan Proced1,1res 
Movement Developing 
Main Theatre of Dillingham 
Center. 
H&S · Faculty Hear Stand 
By Leah Fackos r 
The Steering Commit.tee Q_f 
Concerned IC .Student have 
garnered in· the last two days 
_-both student anl· faculty 
~pport on - their_ · seven-point 
platfor cone rnin . the-
After the initial organizational 
meeting of some forty students 
'Saturday afternoon, a platform 
was formulated consisting of six 
demands, to be answered by the 
president. On Monday night 
membel'S of the committee . 
By Peter Korn 
Textor l 02 was filled to 
capacity and then some 
Wednesday afternoon as the 
controversy surrounding the 
rescinding .of a teaching offer to 
Daniel Berrigan continued. 
Wednes,day's H & S Faculty 
meeting began just as the 
Faculty Council- meeting of a 
week ago had. A motion to 
suspend th~ rules so as to allow 
discussion about the Berrigan 
issue was passed, after which 
another vote allowing the 
estimated 250 student visitors to 
sit in on and participate in the 
meeting was also approved. 
acknowledged that decisions of 
this nature should' be made only 
after full consultation with 
representatives of the students 
and f acuity constituencies." 
Also, President Phillips 
"concurred with the request that 
a committee be composed of 
students, faculty and 
administrators to deal with 
formulating procedures for the 
hiring of visiting professQrs." 
This committee will be formed 
in the next week or two under 
the supervision of Provost 
Darrow. In answer to the 
Steering Committee's seventh 
point, the President apparently 
will allow the question of 
Berrigan's professorship to be 
handled by the committee. 
This committee is not to be· 
confused with the one approved 
by the H & .S Faculty Council 
Friday. The council-sponsored 
committee consists of professors 
Shirley Hockett and David 
Gooding from the F acuity 
Council, professors Harvey 
Fireside, John Harcourt, and 
Jake Ryan as non-council 
re.presentatives, and students 
Paul Cooperstein, William 
Mason, and Shela Sturm. They 
will meet for the first time 
Friday inte_nding to "explore the 
re a I possibility of bringing 
Father Daniel Berrigan to the 
campus, preferably for the 
Spring I 975 semester," 
according to Ms. Hockett. · 
Mark Sperling, ·student 
spokesman for the . steering 
committee, then read a Student· 
Congress approved platform as 
well as a report de~ling with the 
steering committee's Wednesday 
morning rfi~eting with President 
Phillips. The first six- points 
stand as were reported in the 
Ithacan Tuesday. The new 
-NYSA Structured 
Berrigan incident. Starting with visited several dorms to circulate 
an organizational meeting to 
look into ' the facts and 
i m.~licatioos ·::-'suffeiinding_ the.. 
wHtnii-awal of · the offer· to. 
Father Berrigan, the ccitmrtittee 
has gained the support of 
Student Congress and members 
of the H&S faculty. They met 
with. Pres~dent Phillips 
Wednesday morning to present 
· their platform .and from this 
meeting Phillips announced that 
he would hold a public forum 
this ~fternoon at 4 p.m. in the" 
this · platform, answer any 
.questions. concerning the issue, 
a'nd inform studen~s of a 
meeting Tuesday night in the 
Crossroads for all those 
int.erested. 
The meeting at the Crossroads 
was attended by some three-
hundred students. Committee 
member Mark Sperling addressed 
the congregation and read them 
continued to page tnirteen 
By Warren Halladay 
seventh proposal states that the . . 
previous six, "go into effect . The still young New York 
retroactively and that the offer Student Association. (~YSA?°, 
t O · Father Berrigan be founded by Ithaca Colleges 
reconsidered -by the corrnnittee ~ndy Telsey and Ken. May_, had 
consisting of faculty, students, its. _second organ1zat1onal 
and administrators." meetmg last weekend at Hofstra 
The Wednesday morning University on Long Island. 
meeting apparently produced Telsey and May were pulling for 
three main concessions by about 40 to SO schools to attend 
President Phillips, according to the conference; about 20 did. 
Soerling's report. "He (Phillips) Despite the small turnout, the 
conference became a stepping 
!}" &,n,,n Sii;,denl$ ·• ' Pres. Phillips Talk 
committee was asking, President particulars." 
Instead, he talked generally of Phillips fou nd himself unclear 
about whether that meant going 
By Tom Threlkeld 
stone toward the development 
of a strong state-wide student 
association. It became apparen,t. 
soon after the conference started 
that not all the schools in 
attendence were sure about the 
purpose and the direction of the 
NYSA. The diversity of views 
quickly caused the tearing up of 
the conference's planned agenda 
and the conference wernt into a 
Keeping w1th his pledge to the great controversy Berrigan, through the offer and 
·discuss the actions taken in wi-th his background of subsequent withdrawal again in 
dealing with Father Daniel outspokenness, would ·create, reality, that is to say actually 
Berrigan, P·resident Ellis Phillips and the ."chaotic responses" he offer Berrie;in the iob again (as 
met yesterday morning at 1 O received upon conferring. with continued to page thret: 
a.m. with seven members of the some trustees about ·the matter. The Berrigan-Procedures 
Stud_ent Steering· Committee in But beyond that he would not p r\ 
the Board Ro.om in Job Hall. . go. At various . times, when r· es SU re ,.. 
He agreed with the group that pressed, he replied that he "can't • 
a committee should be set up to do it" (provide his rationale), By Paul Stern 
review the procedu.res U!;ed iq and only that he was "sorry" he As for his qualifications, 
. Berrigan taught for six years at 
~is· case, and to formulate couldn't. He did say that the 
general procedure in future job trustees were . not reacting to As of yet, the reasons behind LeMoyne College, and has also 
offers of the same nature which Berrigan as a man, only the the Berrigan job withdraw:il have been a teacher at Woodstock 
· bQth sides hope can be i~itiated procedure· and Father Bemgan's not been fully given. College, and Manitoba College. 
i~ the future. He-also agreed to "image",' not Berrigan himself. ·President Phillips, in his He has worked at Cornell 
meet in a public forum to Ms. Sturm felt that there memorandum of February 4, University as well. 
d. th d b "f "d f 1974, stated that he ."reached The second reason given for 1scuss e issues at hand. The seem~ . to e orces outs1 e o 
forum is to be held today at-this school that are, in a sense, the conclusion that the the withdrawal of Berrigans' 
4:00 p.m. in the Dillingham dictating school policy" which disadvantages outweighed the teaching offer has also been 
Center's main theater. -f O rm a threat to the advantages and concluded that questioned. George Clarkson, 
, He sti~l declined.to state any environ_ment here. President the interests of the college Assistant Professor of 
definitive. reasons for the Phillips asserted there was no would best be served if the Philosophy said, "The way in 
procedure taken, especially the threat and were no threa"ts, but appointment were withdrawn." which the decision was made, 
I d d th t n h d t Id n Phillips has not explained may well hurt the public image 
questioned withdrawal of the cone u e, · a_ e a O a · what these disadvantages were. of Ithaca College far more than 
job offer to Berrigan. He -t~t he could. He has only said that, " .. .it if the appointment had been 
.admitted . having.' "some Procedure becamecleartomefhe problems completed." 
responsibility" in appointment involved with the appointment While the public image of 1-.C., 
procedures, which ·by· his. own Both. were beuinning to loom much in the President's eyes might 
· · ,, h the Administratiop and er 
account, s ouldn't be e~ercised ·, . did larger than I had contemplated." have been hurt, it has been 
the way it was this time." the ~~e~n~ C~J?mittee th . These problems seem to be; echoed by fac..ulty members that 
But ·he flatly·· refused to go agree a e rea issue was e (according to Dan Finlay, it was done at their expense. 
into the ·specifics of' the· proce_dure-- used,• · not Father Assistant Dean of H&S), the Richard Creel, also of the 
deci.sfons. Shela Sturm ·of the· ~erngal). T~ere was some thought tliat Berrigan would Philosophy department was 
Steering ·committee asked!( he misunderstandmg between the cause the College a finapcial I~s; "disturbed by the lack of 
.could, - in. her term, ·provide a. two groups, ·th0ugh, · as to ho:W · -that his p~esence would cause concern the President put on 
"pros and cn;..s list" of the. the- problem was to be handleii. . h h . ' . al ' d 
., . . • ,·. ""'."'' . . . - . In "reconsidering" the offer ann to t e reputation of I.C., interu morale as -oppose to 
. . -factors._.gomg into the: dec151on d . ·· -thr h . . an·d that Berrigan was not well eit!!_rna).morale." 
_ .~ut )be Ptesi4~nt would not, in ~ .Jdom~. . ~ugh tht _e tend_ tir-et _:qualified·.· -n5·",;fit ··-into ··the· The President and.the Provost 
- h'- ter""' "oive a ·bill . of proce ure :again, .as e s u en . l , __ ·;._, ~ h" dl - .d h th . 
• ,. . m, D'" • - .. -. , • . . · - :;,.,·., .~umcu urn p._lQ.Jt<!Or ·,m. . have· repeate y sa1 . t at e 
.: . ',_,, . ~ .. ' '" . ' ...... ·,· -
:ontlnued on page ten 
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debate, which attempted to clear 
up the questions and concerns of 
the different schools. 
Two basic views on NYSA 
\\rere estao1imi.e~!t1i't!· tlebate. 
One side was looking for one or 
more basic and powerful issues 
on which NYSA would take a 
position and gain strength and 
power in order to become an 
organization that would be 
accepted state-wide. Some Long 
Island schools and the Rochester 
delegations held this view. They 
said they came to the conference 
"'to see if NYSA had a purpose 
unique from other student 
organizations." They fcl t that 
NYSA first needed a purpose in 
the form of an 1Ssue which 
would unite the schools into a 
truly state-wide organization. 
The other side felt that no issue 
was needed in order to unite the 
colleges and universities. 
They felt the NYSA would 
run the risk of alienating those 
schools that had not participated 
in the development of the 
association's positions. This side 
wanted NYSA to take on a 
clearing house role, a union that 
would work as an .avenue for 
communications between the 
higher learning institut10ns of 
the state. Delegates from the 
schools of New Paltz, Utica, 
Pace, and St. Lawerence wanted 
NYSA to he ttfl organization for 
the communication of problems 
common to most of the schools 
of the state. They felt that the 
main issues and the association's 
position on those issues could be 
determined out of this 
continued on page three 
Students 
President Phillips invites 
members of the Ithaca College 
Community to a meeting at 4:00 
p.m. Thursday, February ·1, in 
the. Main Theater, in the 
Dillingham Center. The 
President will respond to 
questions raised by the St~ering 
Committee. of Conce"rne(i:. . 
Students at lt_haca College.- · 
Classes are not cancelled.· 
, ' 
''1: 
. ···- ---·~··· ·-·---------..... -.... ----~~.-----.-- -----· :--
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around the nation 
Legalized Marijuana? 
Montpelier, Vermont. .. The Vermont 
Association has released the Marijuana Law 
Reform Committee's final report, which 
recommends the immediate removal of criminal 
penalties for marijuana in Vermont. The report 
recommended that marijuana be sold eventually in 
state liquor stores. 
Author Agnew 
Maryland ... Former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew 
seems to be suffering a typical writer's dilemma. 
His first book, a suspense novel about a Vice 
President with presidential ambitions is being. 
tossed around in publishing circles. Random House 
Publishing Company turned down Agnew's book 
under the premise that "it was no! suitable for the 
Random House list" of published books. 
His only offer so tar has come from Lady's 
Home Journal which agreed to serialize the novel. 
The Journal has reportedly offered the new author 
one hundred thousand dollars for the rights. 
Gas Rationing 
Elizabeth, N.J.. .. The east coast's first peacetime 
gas rationing went into effect here this week. The 
rationing system ha~ cars with even numbered 
lu.:ense plates able to buy gas on even numbered 
days, and cars with odd numbered plates able to 
obtain gas on odd numbered days. To date, the 
system ha~ only met with limited success. This 
Monday, Massachusetts will become the first area 
in the Northeast to begin voluntary gas rationing 
on a statewide scale. Under the Massachusetts 
system, motorist~ will b'e required to make a 
minimum purchase of ':;3 when buying gas, thus 
eliminating needlessly frequent purchases. 
Fish Story 
Northfield, Minn .... Mathew Aarsvold has set a new 
world's record for swallowing live goldfish. 
Aarsvold, a sophomore at St. Olaf College, downed 
275 goldfish in a five hour period, breaking the old 
record of 225. Aarsvold contested a complaint 
from the Humane Society th~t requested the fish 
should be killed first, hy reasoning that the fish_ 
quickly suffocated as they slithered down his 
throat. 
New York ... New York City is finally providing a 
method of dignity for the city's enormous dog 
population. Starting this spring, a twenty-five by 
two hundred foot municipal dog T!,ln, complete; 
with weeds, a gravel and dirt area, curbs, and: 
drainage ditches will replace a parking lot in lower 1 
Manhattan. llopefully this experiment will prove, 
to be the answer to a previously "messy" problem 
plaguing big cit1e~. 
Streakers 
New Hartford. N.Y .... Thrce young men wearing 
only hockey helmets ran through a restaurant 
earlier this week. apparently the latest incident in 
a new fad called "streaking··. The clothes trio ate 
dinm.:r. and then headed into a restroom where 
!hey undressed. anti ran through the restaurant 
nude. yl'lling and screaming until they stopped 
outside and into a car that ~ped away. It is 
reported that students at some colleges around the 
nat10n have engaged 111 similar ··streaking" 
mc1dcnb. 
around the world 
Cultural Revolution 
~eking ... The famed Cultural Revolution, 
pronunent dunng the course of the late sixties, is 
apparently once again alive and well on mainland 
China. Mao Tse-tung. China\ 80 year old leader 
and party chairman, 1s said to he directing the 
revitalized revolutionary movement. The 
Revolution has not Yd shown any definite tactics, 
goals. or targets. but relations with the West have 
recently been les,; open than they were for the last 
couple of years 
And We Complain? 
Lisbon, l'ortugal. .. l'ortugal raised the price of 
gasolme tlus week from S 1.45 to S!.. 13 a gallon 
for premium gas. anti from SI .JO to S 1.84 for 
regular. And we complain? 
Coal Miner·s Strike 
Great Britain ... British officials of the Coal Miner's 
Union announced yesterday that its members had 
overwhelmingly voted for a strike to support their 
pay demands. By an 81 % margin. they gave their 
leaders authority_ to set a date for a walkout, 
whlch could begin as early ,as Sunday. Prime 
Minister Heath failed, at the same time, to avert 
economic disruption by finding a peace formula. 
.Gets 
" Ms.. Shirley Hockett, 
chairwoman of the .H & S 
Faculty Council, and Professor 
David Gooding, . are two 
members of the recen'tly formed 
committee to "explore the real 
possibihty of bringing Father 
Daniel Berrigan to the campus, 
preferrably for the Spring, 1975 
semester," according to Ms. 
Hockett. . 
The committee was formed 
last Friday, February first, at a 
special meeting of the H & S 
Faculty Council. Murray 
Steinberg, Associate Professor of 
Physics, proposed the mption to 
institute such a committee and it 
passed unanimously. 
Also on the committee are 
·Committee 
Professors 'HarveyF Fireside 
(Politics), William Harcourt 
(English), and Jake Ryan 
(Politics). These- men are not on 
the Faculty Council itself but 
have been solicited to work on 
the committee. 
Student representatives to the 
committee have to be approved 
by Student Cqngress tonight. 
· The three students are Paul 
Cooperstein, William Mason and 
Sheila Sturn. 
Ms. Hockett described , the 
duty of the special committee as 
one of working in conjunction 
with P{esident Phillips, Dean 
Baker and Provost Darrow to 
find a solution. 
H&S 
l' 
ContinuMt from ..... 1 
,,.- Sp e rling 1s address was 
followed by , a great deal of 
discussion by both fa9ulty 
members and students. One 
speaker was Language Professor 
Edward DeAguaro,- who saw fit 
to recommend solidarity 
between faculty arid students by . 
saying, "We need them as much 
as they need us." 
Eventually a motion to 
endorse the ·7 points of the 
platform ·· was passed by the 
faculty with only one dissenting 
vote. 
Dean's Statement 
Congress ·Full 
After another vote was taken 
allowing ballots on the issue to 
be sent to those professors who 
did not attend the meetings, H & 5 P · S Dean Baker got up and made a O n S O rstatement about the future of 
. the Humanities and Sciences at By Barbara Sheldon 
Approximately I SO students 
were on hand at Tuesday's 
Student Congress meeting. Mark 
Sperling, the Politic~ Club's 
Congress representative and 
spokesman for the Student 
Steering Committee, presented 
.the seven points concerning 
President Phillips' decision to 
withdraw the visiting 
professorship offer to Daniel· 
Berrigan to the Congress. 
During discussion of the' 
proposal, Russell Lyons, Hillel's; 
Congress representative, spoke' 
of academic freedom. Hillel. 
must contribute $6000 to the · 
salary. Lyons said he was not . 
speaking with regards to race or 
religion, but academic freedom. 
Shela Strum, a student in 
attendance, replied to Lyons 
that this was not a matter of 
r.ice or religion, but of student 
power. Resulting applause. 
hindered the progress . of 'the 
meeting for a few moments. 
The motion was passed by 
Congress, thereby endorsing the 
platform of seven points, by an 
overwhelming vote. Paul 
Cooperstein, a member of the 
Steering Committee, commented 
that the vote was a show of 
con fide nee for the inquiry 
questio9ing the academic 
credibility and integrity of 
Ithaca College as well as 
President Phillips' use of power. 
Immediately following the 
results of the vote, a request 
from Ms. Shirley Hockett, 
Chairperson of the Committee 
on Committees. was introauced 
for the approval of 3 students as 
representatives on the 
Humanities and Sciences 
Investigatory Committee. The 
three students are Paul 
Cooperstein, Shela Sturm and 
William Mason. 
Discussion before the vote 
focused on the fact that these 
three student~ would not be 
representing Student Congress 
decided that it had no business 
showing a vote of support for 
these students. 
As a body, Student Congress 
tabled the motion. Pauf· 
Cooperstein commented that 
although the show of-' support 
was a triviality which did not 
affect their appointment to the 
H&S Committee, the 
endorsement would have been 
an added degree of legitamacy. 
Students filtered out, and 
Student Congress was once again 
a small group of 60 
representatives. alternates. and 
proxies. Cindy Miller, 
Vice-President of Student 
Affairs, introduced a group of 
three motions which concerned 
themselves with the attendance 
of Student Congress 
representatives. 
Shawn Bennett .. chairperson 
of Student Congress, 
relinquished his · chair to 
comment, .. The credibility of 
Student Congress is hampered 
by absences. Representativess-
should not be here unless they 
intend to stay until the end of 
the meeting and for the close of 
business. If Congress is to be 
viable and able to fulfill the 
students' needs~then the· 
representative must take 
Congress seriously." 
Student Congress voted to· 
pass these motions. As a result, 
Student Congress will not meet 
every other week. The Standing 
Committees will meet on the 
alternate weeks. Each Student 
Congress representative is 
responsible to one of the 
Standing Committees, so each 
representative will continue to 
attend a Student Congress 
meeting of some sort once a 
week. 
Also, CJCh Student Congress 
member will be entitled to only 
five absences a year, three of 
which must be accounted for by 
a written proxy, and two may be 
. unexcused. Any violation of 
these ,.absences .will . result.· in, 
frozen funds until a new 
representative is chosen. 
Jthaca College. He saw two1 
extremes which the liberal arts 
·program here may tend toward. 
The first is a school with a 
flourishing liberal arts program 
using men like Daniel Berrigan 
to enrich the educational 
experience. The opposite of that 
would be the establishment of a 
professional school of sorts, 
where liberal arts degrees may 
not be offered except as 
suppliment toward· a more 
professional, education. Dean 
Baker urged the faculty 
members to consider their future 
in these contexts. 
One intere~ting aspect of the 
meeting is that after the Berrigan 
issue had been removed from the 
agenda, many faculty members 
began leaving. This was a point 
mentioned by . chairwoman 
Shirley Hockett during the 
subsequent discussion on salary 
raises. Ms. Hockett brought up 
the problem of a ·quorum no 
longer . existing' at the meeting. 
Eventually ,. the· . •28 ' 'remaining 
members concurred; and the 
meeting was adjourned. 
IC lner1y Crltli ••·al 
By Mark Engstrom 
There have been recent 
rumors circulating around the 
campus that due to the current 
gas shortage, Ithaca College 
would be cutting back on some 
student services. These rumors 
have been flatly denied by the 
Vice President for_Student and 
Campus Affairs, Constantine 
(Gus) -Peria las. Mr. Perialas 
stated that student services, such 
as plowing the parking lots, 
would only be cut back if the 
gasoline shor_tage_ reaches such a 
serll:lus degree as. to force them 
to b·e, but stressed that there 
would be no deli!Jerate attempt 
on the part of the administration 
to cut back on such services. 
1000· Left 
The College currently has 
approximately 7000 gallons of 
gasoline 'in its reserves.'' It takes 
around 1000 gallons of gas to 
clear the campus roads, parking 
lots, and walks after each snow 
storm. As things stand now, 
chances are slim that the campus 
gas supply will be replen~hed 
before March · 1, thus the gas·-. 
shortage could reach cns1s 
magnitude, if we .encounter 
seven snow storms by months 
end. · ln the ·event' that .this 
happens, a list of priorities· \li'.ill 
have to be set up in order that 
what little gas is left can be put 
to 'it's most effective use. Such 
circumstances would_ mean that 
it would be likely that students 
would be faced with 
inconveniences. _ 
ln c'iting reasons for the 
shortage, the Vice President said 
' that the Gulf Oil Corporation 
has stopped supplying district 6 
with gasoiine. District 6 includes . 
Ithaca College, Cornell, and the 
city of Ithaca. For the last 
couple of years Gulf has been 
Ithaca College's_ supplier, and 
with the announcement that 
Gulf would no ionger supply the 
area, the College found itself in a 
bind. Negotiations were started 
with the old supplier, Texaco, 
with hopes of reaching a quick 
agreement on supplying the 
campus with gasoline. But as of 
now it doesn't appear as though 
Texaco will be making any 
deliveries before .the · first of 
March. 
A. more· immedia.te shortage 
posing· a. problem for . LC. 
students will be that 6f rock salt. , 
The current supply of rock salt 
is nearly exhausted, and it is not 
yet known when a new supply 
will arrive. The truck d_river 
supposed to _deliver the rock salt 
from Pennsylvania will not make 
the trip, unless he is 
accompanied by a convoy of 
trucks so that he may be 
protected from the striking 
truckers, some of whom have 
recently 'taj<en to shoot~ng at 
some of the truckers who are 
·still making deliveries. So unless 
a convoy is. soon organized, or 
the striking truckers return to 
work, it will be a while before 
rock salt arrives at the campus. 
The walks will be shoveled as 
best they can, but until the rock 
salt arrives, students are advised 
to ·exerci_se caution while 
walking around campus. There 
may_ be times when st4dent~ will 
experience inconveniences with 
regard .. to unplowed lots ,_and 
roads. Vice President Perjalas has 
emphasized that if and when 
such inconveniences occur, -they 
will only come otit-·-of- sheer 
necessity. 
/ 
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S'.l'UDENT~ ,.f,RES~DENT PHILLIPS T~tK : 
1:'ontlnued fro.m _gage one -
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the first step), or just in a 
general but detailed review in a 
committee or informal judi.ci.arY--
of some· sort. The committee did 
say it just wanted a fully open 
review, but at times during· the 
. discussion it seemed as if the 
students were pushing for a 
complete replay of the affair. 
The committee that is to be 
s~t ·up to deal· with the 
procedure involved in hiring 
, visiti professo~, ·they agreed, 
will be -composed of faculty, _ 
students, and administrators. 
The committee will_ be set up 
:within the next two weeks under 
. Provost Frank Darrow. 
The two sides ajso agreed that 
the committee, or a similar 
body, sho;1ld look into the 
pos_sibility of hiring other 
visiting professors of 
corresponding stature to 
improve academics . here at 
Hp.a.ca College. President Phillips 
felt it· would not be hard to 
formulate a .list of available 
candidates· and to contact ,ones 
deemed appropriate and desired .. 
_ Media Misre.presentaj'io'n 
Certain misinformation 
printed in local and nationwide 
press about the offer and 
withdrawal were also dealt with. 
· The main point clarified was 
that of the fqur week delay in 
response by Father BerrJgan in 
regards to the original offer. 
Provost Darrow emphatically 
J said that mentioning the lapse of 
nearly a month was stating the 
fact of the time that had been 
taken, not a reason for 
withdrawing the offer. ._ 
As to how, news of the offer 
had leaked t.o the media, most 
notably. rad,io . station WTKO, 
neitnei the· f:r;esident .or Provost 
had ,any . idea .. Provost P,a:rrow 
did S!lY, · tl.J.at he 0 h;id giv~n the 
New. ·Y.or,k ·,fosL•and_. t:he ltba~a. ·•. 
Jouni'a!' thei_r iq.f9rmation when . 
the papers' repotters- c·ontacted -
him by phone. 
However, Assistant to the 
President Eileen ~ickinson, also 
_.' 
present, said· it was always the 
press that would decide what 
·part of the news.that they would 
print or broadcast and nothing 
could be done about that. 
The Forum 
At Ute close of the meeting, 
when a space for the public 
forum was being detennimid - it 
· was reasserted that Pfesid~nt 
NYSA 
continued from page one 
communication. 
What Comes First 
· It' was a problem of which 
should coine first, and it took 
most of the Saturday session to 
resolve. At times it seemed as if 
the sides were growing farther 
from an understanding, but at an 
informal Satur-day evening 
session- things pulled together. 
After the Saturday evening 
session, which reached -a fair 
compromise of the two 
positions, May said that now 
"there's an emotion about the 
whole thing". He said that 
Telsey and he were pretty down 
after the Friday night and the 
Saturday day sessions, but now 
they felt good aoout how the 
conference ended up:' 
The development of the 
· NYSA is now in the hands of the 
twenty schools,that· attended the 
conference. As an outcome of 
the conference they have each 
taken the - responsibility to 
organize'the schools in their own 
regions. Their goals are to sec up 
working NYSA chapter in their 
own schools, try to get the 
chapter · recognized by their 
student governments, · generate 
inter~st in neighboring schools, 
and report . their pr~gr~ss .and 
problems back: __ to Telsey and . 
May here m· . .Ithaca. They, .in 
turn, send out a . newsletter 
containing material they 
received. 
- During the conference several 
important issues concerning New 
York , State students were 
?rought up. They included Drug 
. ' -. Phillips had- :-gone·- into . the 
reasons and the matter as far as 
he was going to · and that there 
- would be .nothing new· brought 
forth at the public forum being 
hel4 today .. The Steering 
Committee felt however tliat the 
students· of Ithaca College 
should be entitled to hear what 
tliey had . and interact as they 
had with whom they had. 
The forum is, once.again, at 4 
p.m. today in the main theater 
of the Dillingham Center for. the 
Pex;forming Arts. 
Laws, Voting Laws, a Book 
Co-op, and taxations of 
textbooks. ,:\Isa brought up was 
the Costigan plan, which is 
proposed Stat~ legislation 
designed fo ease the financial 
difference between attending a 
state school and a private school 
within would ease the burden on 
the overcrowded state schools. 
The problem is cost. however. 
The Association did not move 
on these issues but .the 
'delegations will be taking the 
information back· to their 
regions. The upcoming elections 
were also part of the conference 
as Ogden Reid, candidate for 
· governor. and Ramsey Clarke, 
candidate for senator, spoke to 
the de legates. Neither said 
anything in support of the 
NYSA or, otherwise. Also. a 
representative for Howard 
Samuels, gubernatorial 
candidate, attended one of the 
sessions. 
A date was tentatively set for 
the next NYSA conference 
which will be held here on 
March twenty-n'inth. Until that 
time the regional he~ds are at 
work drumming .up support. 
Here at Ithaca, Telsey an·d May 
will be working with the Ithaca 
College chapter in getting this 
school organized further. Also, 
they _ will start petitioning in 
association with NORML, 
National Organi'zation for the 
Reform of Mariju'ana Laws, in 
_ .~upport oft~~ decrin:iinalizing of 
the use and p!Jssession · of 
marijuana. The marijuana issue 
was Telsey's original reason for 
a t t e· m pt in g a student 
organization, but now they feel 
that it. is just a small part of the 
potential of the NYSA. 
COMMENT 
' 
ONE FOR THE B·OOKS 
By Peter Korn 
Throughout the present controversy 
surrounding President Phillips' decision concerning 
Daniel Berrigan there has been _the question about 
the decision-making process at Ithaca College. 
Some have contended that President Philiips has a 
, liistory of using his power in an~arbitrary manner, 
· that tJ:i.i~ is n:ierely another case _of his failjng t.;> act 
' in coi:icert with both the faculty and students._ 
'When discusion centers on the issue, two 
precedents have . 'been looked at-the cases 
concerning Provost''' Davies' dismissal and the 
closing of Quarry Dorn'i., 
T]1e firing of Robert Da'(ies two years ago does 
reveal- some parallels to the rescinding of the offer 
to Daniel Berrigan. Davies had been Provost since 
1966 'when .President Phillips, in January of 1972, 
informed him that he was being relieved of his 
duties as Provo_st. A quotation from the Ithacan of 
that week reads, "The current debate arises from 
the fact that Phillips' action:to dismiss Davies was 
undertaken without any prior consultation with 
administrat-0rs, ' faculty members, or student 
representatives."- . _ 
Reasons given by,_.Phillips a(·tii.e time of- the 
di'smissal ..yere; "imcompatibility 'in temperament, 
_diff.e.renc~s .. ~rt - philosophical · approaches to . 
admiriistra~ion~ an·d d~fficulties in -communicating ·-
with one another.''. .· -- --
The Ithaca Co~ege faculty held an emergency 
meeting .!hat_ week - to- discuss the -relationship 
betwe~ administration; · faculty __ and- students in, 
the decision-'.m~king_· process here. At that meeting 
President PhilUps apparently faileli to respond·ip a 
specific· _manner-about the diffe!el!_c~~ ·pe_tween Ire 
and Davies.· · . --- · · - . · : --
History Pro'ressor Paul McBride -believes· tbat :· ~ 
since -the 'Provost was. involved h~ rather than a·::· 
faculty 'member any . compaoson ''between -the. 
Davi,es·arid'·Berrigan-cases is precluded. One of the 
primary- d\ities- oft.he Provost. 'is .as- a channel- of 
'. communicatio~ between . the faculty -_and· Phillips, 
·-an·d ·acc·ordi_ng·.to--M_cBride,· ·~J]fe ·Presi~ent ought 
to-·have- the right toliave a·man with whom he' ca:ri 
r-, _- __ :,Vf_?rkt~ .. .. ~-., . _: -:-· __ .'.:·:·. _<-, : , 
' .. . ', .. 
•" . 
·-··.·. 
Politics Professor Jake Ryan "was very 
distressed" about the firing, yet he too saw a 
difference between the firing of a provost and the 
rescinding of the offer to Berrigan. Ryan says, "It 
does seem to me that the President does have a 
very clear perogative in choosing his administrative 
underlings." 
One similarity between the two cases is what 
seems to be a clumsy· handling of the affairs by 
Phillips by way of press leakage. In the Davies 
affair the Ithaca Journal got wind of the story 
before Phillips was ready to announce it. At the 
-time Phillips said, "I don't know how this 
. happened but l regret it exceedingly," in reference 
to the premature Journal story. 
A similar situation exists in the Berrigan case. 
Stories dealing with the possible hiring of Berrigan 
appeared across the country as early as J~uary 
23rd, a fact which -was indirectly instrumental in 
the eventual rescinding of the offer. 
The controversy over Quarry Dorm, which took 
place irr· January of l 9J2, would seem to offer no 
conclusive parallels to the Berrigan affair. _ 
Quarry, an old hospital which was turned into 
an off-campus dormitory, was deemed too costly 
~ for the school to continue its maintenance. The 
,students residing there refused to leave, however, 
and the .donnitory was granted a one year stay of 
execution through th·e implementation of an 
--· austerity budget and various fund raising efforts. 
Eventually Quarry succumbed to compromises, 
-one of which is the present Valeritine Dor~. 
The obvious similarity between Quarry aiid the 
Berrigan affair is -that in: both cases financial 
matters were positioned against express studen~ 
wish~s,-wi1'1. money winning out. Tpat similarity is 
invalidated_ to a great degree, however, when Qoth 
thtl COllC!)ffiS- and r the scope of the issues is 
considered. In-contrast though, Professor McBride 
corrt¢n_as, ··.:u (Quarry) was basically an issue ... for 
· the·'Use and benefit of a few students." That does 
.:.:not.· se~m. tQ- be tlie_ case _with respect to the 
·- Btm_gan· .~ontfoversy. 
'.J: 
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around the campus 
This week in the Crossroads: 
Thursday,' February 7-7:30 - 10:00 p.m. The 
Community Volunteer Service Program will hold 
an informal meeting for all interested students. 
Speakers will'be present to talk about the various 
volunteer work possibilities and refreshments will 
be served. All are welcome. 
Friday, February 8-9:00 p.m. to 12:00 n11dnight 
Folksinger Dick Roe ( see picture) from Corning. 
NY will perform. The wine bar (also serving 
international beers) will be open. 
Saturday, February 9-9:00 p.m to 12:00 
midnight Solo folk musician Tonv Sarno will 
perform at times joined by his frie~ds Colin, Al. 
Eroll, Gerald and Scott for an even111g of lively. 
subtle and soothing tunes 
Sunday, February 10-9:00 pm to 12:00 
midnight. A favorite of anyone who's been m the 
Crossroads or downtown to the Pub is Dana 
Simmons. Come join him tor an enJoyable three 
. hours. 
Monday, February 11--3:30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. The 
second get-together of the Free University course 
in personal money management will be meet111g. 
6:00 p.m. to 8·00 p.m. The second meeting of the 
Free University course in Ripple Afghans. 8:00 
p.in. to 10:30 p.m. Free show111g of the movie 
"The heros of Telmark" starnng Richard 11am, 
will be shown. :rhe bar will be open. 
Wednesday, February U--7:00 p.m. to 9 00 p.m. 
The Sailing Club will meet. All 111terested mav 
come and there will be a v1cw111g of a video tap;_ 
DANCE CONCERT 
The Ithaca Dancemakers arc presenting their 
second concert of 197 3- 74 on Friday, February IS 
and Saturday, February 16 at 8: 30 p.m. in the 
Arena Theater in the Perform111g Arts Center at 
Ithaca College. The Concert 1s sponsored by the 
Student Activities Board of Ithaca College. 
Admission is $2. Tickets will he un sale at the 
Egbert Union at lthaq.1 College, Willard Straight at 
Cornell and Maye(s Smoke Shop. 
SUMMER ORIENTATION POSITIONS 
Applications for positions as ,Summer 
Orientation Counselors are now available in Deah 
B~own's Office on the top floor of the Egbert 
Union. The Orientation Program runs for six 
weeks from June 20th through July 30th and 
payment includes room and board plus a stipend. 
Students are selected from each academic division 
of the College and should be in good academic 
standing and be returning to the College for the 
Fall 1974 semester. Applications may be picked 
up until February I 5th. 
LOST AND FOUND 
The Lost and Found 1s located in the Office of 
Campus Activities m Egbert U111on. It is open from 
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
If anyone has lost or found an item, please check 
with the Lost and Found. The Lost and Found 
presently has many unclaimed items from 
eyeglasses to gloves and hats. 
MA SCHOLARSHIPS 
Any Massachusetts residents who do not 
currently have a state scholarship and wish to 
apply for one, should pick up applications in the 
Financial Aid Office. The maximum scholarships 
are $900 a year. The deadline for applying is April 
I, 1974. --
RAIL BILL PROBED 
The Northeast Rail 8111 may elimmate rail 
service in many areas of New York State. Will 
Ithaca be one of them'! "Sunday Night" e,<,amines 
the status ~f the railroad~ 111 'Central New York. 
"Sunday Night" also looks at the Attica State 
CorrectionaJ Facility, the history of skiing, the 
local week in review with Jeff Stone, and the week 
on both Cl!mpuses with Gary Bruce. "Sunday 
_ Night" is aired each week from 6-7 p.m. on WICB 
AM/FM. · 
LATE 
NOTE 
OF 
INTEREST 
Student 
C~ngress 
Jan. 29 
Kenny May asked that 
the Afro-Latin Society (ALS) be 
, allocated $4000 for their 
concert which they plan to 
-sponsor April 29th-during Black 
Cultural Weekend. The groups to 
play the concert will either be 
Tower of Power or Main 
Ingredient and LaBelle. If 1,587 
tickets are sold at $4.00 each, 
the ·concert will break even. The 
money was allocated. 
.. -~- .... ---. .. --............. --~ ..---
------,-
-, 
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editorial our Alternative 
So the President was talked out of his decision. The conversations 
w~re no doubt ve1y persuasive. There is much negative that can be 
said abo~t the_ man Daniel Berrigan. There is also much positive that 
caP. b.e said. It 1s all a matter of who one listens to. -
wherefores behind them assuming the view they, have, is too 
complex to, in this space, discuss, yet still unders.tandable. 
' What is reproachable is that other people, just as concerned aboJt 
the situation here, but of opposing viewpoints, were not given the 
~ourtesy ~f being contacted. Courtesy, and ,the ensuant advantages, The people President Phillips admittedly talked to were trustees 
whose opinions "his experience had taught him to trust. If he'd had 
the experience of talking to students or faculty on matters like 
these, he surely would have found people he could trust to see things 
· 1s something the president of a college must have learned in' his 
, dealinll:'> as chief officer. If not, he must. 
It happe11ed at least once before (Davies). It has happenned again. 
with clarity. ~ 
But he instead limited himself to members of the same board and 
probably the "parents, alumni and friends'' mentioned i~ his 
February 4 statement. ls it incorrect to note that all these contacts 
would he of generally the same primary concerns? That their 
concerns would be to preserve the status quo of Ithaca College? To 
upkeep the college at its present- academic and financial status 
History repeats itself. Have we,.and he, learned our lessons? 
It is strange enough indeed that the President gave a very lucid 
answer himself when a member of the Student Steering Committee 
ask_ed him, what could be done if still (after repeated efforts) 
satISfactory answers could not be obtained. "Then you better get rid 
of me", he said, smilingly of course. 
That is abs~rd, even taking it as a jo~e. No one is sqggesting a 
removal. The idea had never come to mind until he mentioned it. 
But let it be remembered that it was none other than the President 
that informed us of what we would have to do. 
( which i, s_ood, hut not outstanding)'! . 
N_o. nor a_re they that much at fault. These people probably can't 
be 1.tUlted tor not keeping the wellbeing of Ithaca College in mind 
when assumilli! their views. The psychology. the whvs ·and 
~ letters ~~ succeeding generation by example-again and again. At a time,when hope for humanity is desperately sought after, .that 
same hope at least partially 
encapsuled in a person and his 
January JI. J 974 
D.car Oan Berrigan S.J. · 
It 1s very late 111 tile dav ul 
January 30. I '174. It 1, too ·late 
Perhap~ 11 is too l,11<: tor all ol 
u,. We shall SL't:. won't we. 
I d1C..l w:.int to :1pdlog1zc to vou 
tor the scnou~ mistake th:.it -wa~ 
madl' by a frw for all of u~ last 
evcn111g You really would have 
enriched our l1vl'~' You would 
have madL' u, kel the .. burning 
con,c1<:1;cl' .. that 1~ the e,~cnce 
'll Lh1, ,n1r nud.::.ir holocau,t 
:1ge I :1111 Cl·rta1n you would havl· 
,p,1rled love and imagination 
,111d 1e.1hty 111 the 111111d, ol many 
ol till' young women :111d men 
un lhis eampu~. You r.:ally 
would hav.: given u, a ,.iund 
,en,e ol d1rL'L"t1011 111 our 
,·onrl1ct. our d1sagrecmenb. our 
option~. our a<:11on~. our luture,. 
You really would have h:.id good 
,en,.: d iscu~sion~ with people 
who~c name, .ire 13alL'I. D:.irrow. 
Phillip,. and St,·1nhL·rg. Tam:.i,. 
,\rm,trong. (iooding. Kurlantf~r. 
l-i1e~1de. Finl:1v. O'(iradv. 
SIIVl'rm,111. llargr:I\~. Ch.:rn1koll. 
B1mv11,1<:111. 1-Johcl. D1Sll'la110. 
Kw1,1t. 1'1l/e1. Colton. R1l·lL'lh. 
. 111d who all .:bl,., :\lanv' 
I I rL·ally would i1ave heL'll 
hk-,u~t:1111111g It would haw 
been hlL' ··good h1cad .. and ··1ail 
h1rd~ .. and "hi:1011,·· and 
"'St1,1wher1IL'~·· :111LI ··(;J<:,11 
I ,1lL·, .. 10 h,l\'L' \·,\u here ii onh· 
I or a IL'w I kL'I I 11~ Jllllllll'll
0
I ,. . 
for others. <,ood saintly people, 
a~ controversial as they may be, 
an: rare - bec:.iuse ,they do believe 
1n thcm.,elvcs with others. 
Sclli,hly, I missed the 
opporturnty forever to listen 
with you, Lo be with you, to 
think about where we arc going. 
God. how sorry I am to have 
been a part of those who kept 
you out of this pl:.ice. 
Not that the lthaea College 
community exists, but that· 1t 
could exist. Not that it ever will. 
life and ·work and thougl1t is 
held out of reach by forces of 
hopelessness. At a time when 
. / . . . inc1s1ve, reflective, depth 
thinking is needed and wanted 
we're treated to bland negation'. 
Part of the educative process 
is con tact with various 
professionals, as well as books 
and papers. The Jived experience 
of a person is at least as 
important as what he writes; and 
no amount of writing can distill 
experience anyway. If we have a 
chance to have on campus for a· 
year or a semester a person 
Much Love. whose lfumane concerns have 
Jules D. Burgevin hurled him mto an inhumane 
world, why pass it up'? God (or 
To The Editor: the human spirit, or whatever we 
Back I I accept as an ultimate force) 
111 t 1c o d days you knows that. our world needs just -
could alway~ tell' the good guys very·basic humaniiing.- __ .• ·· 
from the had. and the good guys Mayhe·· that's what's · -
alway~ sccnm..1 to win out in the. >,with 'tfre·p· idur'e~·M·ayb··e=·t:•:·'.~Q!Jgt d N · · . 1 s no 
en . ot Just m movies. but even a que·stion of focus. Mayb th 
111 real life. Maybe it didn't really administration just can':. se: · 
ha r Pen th~ t w a Y: maybe Dan Berrigan in the IC pictu.re at 
evcrythmg Just look, more all-it might be too much of a 
golden 111 retrospect. But now is shock to the imagined values of 
not retrospect, and the aura is the school. And when one's 
not golden: '.10w 1s troub_lcsome, values are threatened, the first 
andthe_huc1svcrydark.· . unreasoned reaction is 
Wh.,t ~ wrong with the p1cturl' repression. It might just be that 
ol He~ngan at I("? ls there pan Berrigan at IC 1s not a 
somcthm~ 111 his character that picture at all--just a kind of 
clashes with the background'? ls moral anachronism. 
,11 that he_ appear~ so lsurewouldbedisappomted 
hlack-and-wh1te against a ,r the wrong guys were wearing 
v;m-colorcd backdrop? h his the white hats. ' 
rather ,clfeffa1.:mg gnn out of 
context against the scnouslv 
moral purpose~ of the Collcgl''., 
,\rL' hi~ Catholic mteresb at odds 
Phillip J. L~oi 
Catholic ~haplain 
with the more na1row view~ of 413 Muller Faculty Center 
To Th~ Editor: 
comply with his own definition 
of competence in this instance? 
i>atrik Leary 
Education Committee 
To the Editor: 
"Uncertainty or fear about 
the financial fu~ure or' an 
institution poisons the 
atmosphere and effects teaching 
and research." , It was ·with great sadness and 
The words are from Ellis disappointment that I learned 
Phillips in I 969, and their last week hqw Daniel Berrigan 
mea_nmg . has been curiously was prevented from coming to 
realized m recent developments lthca College, with a tradition of 
at Ithaca College. mediocrity in some areas, has 
One interpretation of the not welcomed with open arms 
facts and issues involved in the one. of the few, if not the only 
Berrigan affair is that President moral leader of our time. 
Phillips' actions were the result Hopefully, his dreams and 
of_ a fear of a corporate power. actions· will be remembered long 
On October J 7, . J 973 David after those of the madmen who-
Pa ckard, a former Deputy led us through the nightmare of 
Secretary of, Defe1ise addressed a Vietnam. · 
meeting of business leaders and .. Perhaps he would have been 
a premium · on programs ab.le to. prevent the future 
geared to pleasing corporational leaders of our country from 
donors. It is just· this type of committing the type of insane 
Pressu I . ac_ ts which are now part of our re, rea or imaginary, 
which seems to have led very being. 
President Phillips' withdrawal of But we . ·will never know 
_the offer to· Berrigan, · because Daniel Berrigan has been 
. But Packard does· riot ·speak .preyented .-from , te;iching here, 
t_or a majority ·of- corpcira!ion and consequently' (rom., making 
leaders - the Times reports that us all a little bit 111ore human at 
"His speech was clearly an Ithaca College. 
embarrassing disappointment to 
the committee." Even if there 
:,vere concrete, -predicta hie losses 
m corporate gifts to Ithaca 
Coll~ge as a result of hiring Dan 
Berrigan. it seems that the 
preservation of the institution'; 
right to determine matters of 
personnel and curriculum should 
be given priority . 
In 1969 Elhs L. Phillips Jr. 
wrote that "The competent 
administration must be able to 
communicate to colleagues, 
faculty. students, alumni, and 
trustees the nature of the 
problem he faces and the 
rationale for the methods he 
employs to solve them." Would 
Sincerely, 
David Hillman 
To Sylvia, our Dearly 
Departed Headlinin~ . 
Machine, May She 
Rest In Peace .. 
Born: J.une 31, '64 
Blew Up: Last 
Night 
But 111 the lll<lllt')-ll101al1ty 
game 111011L'Y w111, \Ve h:1ve '" 
111\lllL' Olli 'L'CllTlly. Wt· h,1\'l' '" 
J'le,t'IVL' lllll pliollllll'SS. Olli 
g,1111t·, l'l.1y111g with ead1 othn·, 
IIVl'' WL' ndl' ,nil <llll rl·ahl1e, on 
,I L"rl'~( ol I ,ib<:llL'~,. 
February 6, 1974 t J.1 L' C olkge Fathl'r,'! b a 
turtlcncl·l. a~ 11 were. out ol 
place· 111 a Dutch Masters photo"? To the Editor: 
--!.t Qe too much to ask that· he 
'I <lll lnow. 1n .1 11,1\ I'm !!I.id 
_vou did 1101 h.11·e to ·hL'c'Oll;L. ,1 
-·p,1rt <ll <llll \'It'll hL'le It llllldll 
h,IVL' t'or1uplL'd Y<lll. But I do;1ht 
11. YLHI 1111ght h.11t· changL·d 
,ome of lh<>st' who ,1ul!hl IL> hl' 
l0 ha1;ged who ,lwul~I .. know 
ht'lll'I. who ,hould l11<1w 
thems<:lh·~ bet lL'I 
You lnow hL'llt'I than I thal 
111 the end. ,omewhl·r,·. 
,01_11et1111t'. llt' ,Ill' reallv 
rc~po11~1bl<: 101 wh.11 Wt' mJl~· 
out ol what uthn, .ire JllJdt' of. 
We .ire 1,·~ponsil,k 101 g1v111g 
01 1 • lhl' d1anl0 L' to bl' - to 
e:,,. 11cnen,·e them~elws with and 
thrm(gh othe1~. ' 
··Dear fnends. I choose to he 
a jailbird'?"' In the next l'entu1y 
lit there b one) you may w~ll 
hecome a sµint. H the issue is the 
end t1f war and the st ruggk 
again~t it. you may well beeome 
..i canonized Syracuse being: A 
good "being .. from Syracuse. · · 
I don't know the answer~ to 
th<:~l' questions. if 111deed thesL' 
.m· the right question,. I don·t 
lnow what else to ask-~urelv 
ob1t·<:tions to 13errigan could n_;t 
pos~1bly haVL' anythrng lo do 
w11h the- solidly revolutionary 
act1vit1es involving the ce~~at1on 
of k1lhng; surely his quesi for 
peace in justice wouldn "t bar 
him from the .campus: surely his 
opinion (generally not read in its 
l•n{iretyl concerning the 
mid-cast affair would be a 
l11ndran1.:e. Everyone has , an 
opinion about anything. 
It is instructive to note that in 
the Berrigan case faculty who 
were insensitive to the arbitrary 
a<:tions of the administration 
(and fo~ some. supportive of) in 
the firing of Dr. Mieczkowski. a 
tenured full professor in. the' 
eeonomks department. arc now 
disturbed ah.out ,an action taken 
hy the administration without 
significant input fJ ;\\so. 1en'ts 
;rnd faculty. As a memher of the 
economics faculty. no one in the 
administration asked for my 
evaluat-fon of Dr. Mieczkowski 
and there was no student 
evaluation pci:formed on a 
systematic: basis. ls it· possible 
that one has to be on the 
politfcal left in order to· he 
deserving of due process·? In the 
Berrigan case. it is apparent that 
the administration acted without 
faculty and_ student input. I can · 
not st1pport the administration 
in this case and I believe that ' 
t lieir . actions ;hould. bc 
investigat_ed. '. · · .·. 
It's h-anl to fix Just why the 
pic'ture <:an't come into foeus. 
At a 111111.' when a president is 
losmg credibility by tht• ton 
hec..i'u~e of arbit1Jry and 
st·c_rctive action. anothe(. 
president is losing it at least by 
the pound for the same reasons. 
At a time when all people. but 
especi..illy youth. are se..irching 
for adults in whom they can 
truly believe. -they are denied 
sud1 adults. At a time wh~n ..i 
wholc generation's infidelity to 
itself and its commitments is Sincerely • 
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February S, 1974· 
Dear President Phillips: 
that there- will, be no risk in 
ed11cation at _Ithaca College, 'no : 
controversy, no search for truth 
that- carries-with it a possible loss 
-of dollars and possible harm to 
your version of our public 
-respectability. 
unlimited in its search for 
understanding, or truth will be 
pursued within well-defined 
limits. I ·argue that there is no-
in-between, and that if you 
make the latter choice, as I 
believe you have, you are under 
obligation - to announce these 
limits to the faculty of 
Humanities and Sciences, the 
two thousand students here, and 
all those students of the futl\re 
who look into the possibility of 
The Ithacan, February~. 1974;Pa'ge'5 
FRANKLY SPEAKING .... by.phil frank 
From our conversation on 
Friday, February 1st, you know 
of my strong disagreements with 
your decision to withdraw the 
job offer made to Father Daniel 
,Berrigan. I have the impression, 
however, that the consequences 
of your decision are still not 
·understood by many at Ithaca 
During the- very first day of 
"debate on your decision, I 
addressed a question to Dean 
·Baker and Provost Darrow, and 1 
now address it to you: what is' 
the principle whereby you draw 
-the line between financial 
. considerations, judgments about 
·reputations and decisions about 
education at Ithaca College? Do 
"financial considerations and 
judgments about reputation 
determine educational 
, liberal arts education on this 
campus. 
I hope that I have made clear 
my understanding of the 
'educational issues involved. 
College, and that to some extent 
you perceive my anger only in 
terms of my friendship with 
Father Berrigan. Therefore let 
me state again, as clearly as I 
can, what I feel your decision 
involves, , and what its 
implications are for liberal arts 
education at Ithaca College. I do 
so publicly because I judge that 
what is at stake is the probable 
end of certain educational 
possibilities in this community. 
You have never stated your 
reasons for your decision in 
writing, to my knowledge, so 
that there is some public. 
question on what they are. But I 
have expressed to you my 
understanding of your reasons 
and you have · not contradicted 
it. In, brief, I see the decision as 
having three causes: your 
'.possibilities? Or do you decide 
on educational possibilities and 
priorities and act according to 
them, within the College limits? 
. I tecognize that in answering 
these questions an auministrator 
is in a difficult position. We have 
to recognize the fragility of 
Ithaca College's' finances. The 
faculty of Humanities and 
Sciences itself might choose the 
financial survival of the 
institution over the search for 
truth. It's a hard choice and 
always has been. But I believe 
we have an index of how far 
money and image dominated 
your decision, that is, the 
absence of hard evidence that 
the College would suffer. Reason 
is the club we are supposed to 
use in this business, and reason 
demands evidence for your 
decision. Was it financial survival 
and sanity public image vs. the 
search for truth, or was it 
speculation about the above vs. 
the search for truth. A dozen 
phone calls, two or three letters, 
two or three calls from trustees 
During the last two days~ as I 
have reflected on these i~sues, 
my mind has wandered back to 
one of the classic places where 
people debate their co1'lcepts of· 
truth and education - The 
Dialoguesof Plato. I happen to 
know that this semester you 
have agreed to lecture on one of 
these dialogues in a class with 
which I am involved. May I close 
with a comment that springs 
from this dialogue, a comment 
you will find too dramatic, 
perhaps laughable, but which I 
find relevant to our debate: as 
your decision stands, the College 
'WHY 15 IT, Provo.st nu\T WE [XJl..J'T 
HAVE -rnE STUVf=NT'5 RESPECT ? ' 
· judgment that the College would 
suffer financial l<;>ss from the 
presence of Father Berrigan; your 
judgment that harm would be 
done to the reputation· of 
IthacaCollege;and 
your judgment that Father 
Berrigan was not well qualified 
to fit info the academic role 
planned for hi·m. My 
undei:sta'nding of your views is 
based on my conversation with 
you and my presence at the two 
Faculty Council meetings last 
week. It is certainly reinforced 
by my con·versations with the 
Provost and ' the Dean · of 
'Humanities and Sciences, though 
they did not- presume to speak 
for you.· . 
I dismiss· the third reason as 
groundless, so let me speak to 
the first two. We can summarize 
them by saying that academic 
freedom has 'died at Ithaca 
College. I· know you will deny 
that statement. You ·have told 
me personally that you respect 
academic freedon and that there 
·was no intention, on your patt, 
of limiting free speech. I take 
you· at your word. The trouble 
is, we have a corpse, in this 
particular case, and can we really 
find comfort in Ute fact that the 
death was accidental, an 
unfortunate, unintended 
by-product of a decision made 
on other grounds? 
There is no comfort here 
because academic , freedom is 
essential to the life of the School 
of Humanities and Sciences at 
Ithaca. College> When· you point 
to other reasons, I insist on 
- -pointing to the corpse. indeed I 
wonder if you have understood 
the tragedy of this accident: 
your derision means in effect 
·- , . ~,. 
i - -- .. - ... --· 
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constitute speculation, in my 
opinion. Therefore the 
dominance of money and 
appearance has extended its 
range over :what is pos~ible . 
!!ducatioi:i,ally_ at Ithaca. College. ' 
The, search for truth will be 
tolerated if it is safe, pleasant, 
permissible according to 
society's standarcfs, the 
de finii:.ion of soci~ty being 
arbitrary and limited to the 
person with most power. We are 
back to that corpse of academic 
freedom which the School of 
Humanities and Stiences has on 
its hands. 
B' 
i 
.. 
has agreed that Socrates should 
Perhaps you find that I expect 
too much of Ithaca College. It is 
true that I ask a great deal. From 
my first year, here I have come 
to the opinion that this 
.institution constantly 
· have drunk the hemlock, The 
College is not one of those 
friends who grives at the loss of 
a spirit that seeks truth. Instead 
it sits nodding that there are 
limits, after all, that we stand 
with what is safe, pleasant, 
permissible, pious. Believeme, I 
am beyond personalities here, I 
am arguing with you about 
education. Advise me how I'm 
wrong a,nd I'll start my apology. 
underestimates its achievements 
and its potential. ];lut I ought to 
say that I am not asking Ithaca 
College to come to an end. I 
recognize that institutions have 
no sense of mortality, their 
momentum it, too 2onderous for 
that. What I ask for, instead, is 
clarity about our values. I see 
two choices for the School of 
Humanities and Sciences:, 
education therein will be 
Dan Finlay 
Assistant Dean, 
School of Humanities 
and Sciences 
PHILLIPS TO CONDUCT BAND 
Harry Phillips will appear as guest conductor of 
the Ithaca College,, Concert Band ll1 1b wmlcr 
concert Friday evening, Feb, I). The event. at 
8: 15 p.m. in Walter Ford Hall, is- open to the , 
public without charge. 
Under Phillips' direction the hand will open 
with his transcription of Vivaldi's Concerto 
Grosso, Opus 3 No, 10, Originally written by 
Vivaldi for four violins, J .S, Back later adapted the 
concerto for four pianos and orchestra. The 
c,ontemporary selection which, follows is a 
transcription of Mysterious Mountain. the first 
movement of Alan Hovhaness' Second Symphony. 
The Concert Band will play Fisher Tull's Sketches 
on a Tudor Psalm; based on a 16th century setting 
of the Second Psalm by Thomas Tallis, the theme 
is the same as that used by Ralph Vaughan 
Williams in his famous Fantasia. 
Completing the program arc three modern 
pieces: Serge Lancen 's Festival a Kerkrade ( a 
musical setting of a festival in a town in the 
Netherlands), Gunther Schuller·~ I '.'.-tone 
Meditation and Vaclav Nehlyhel's Marcia Dorica, 
Dr. Phillips is conducting the Ithaca College 
Concert Band this term during the .sabbatic leave 
of the band's regular director Edward Gobrecht. 
Last summer he retired from Potsdam State 
University College after 26 years on the faculty of 
Crane School of Music, where he was coordinator 
of instrumental music education, woodwinds, 
. bands and opera. He is founder and director of the 
1Ensemble Workshop for Winds at Star Lake Camp 
in the Adirondacks. An active sportsman, he is also 
owner-manager of Potsdam Indoor Tennis, 
A member of numerous professional and 
honorary music societies, such as Mu Phi Alpha, Pi 
Kappa Lambda and the College Band Directors 
National Association, Dr. Phillips has made nearly 
a hundred appearances as a guest conductor, 
including the Mass. All-State Band and bands and 
orchestras m New York. N-cw England and 
Michigan. He Jias presented clmi<.:s in Atlanta, 
Pittsburgh, Baton Rouge, West Virginia and 
throughout New York, 
Among his many published works are volumes 
of methods books, teacheers manuals, two editions 
of "The Clarienet Class", articles on the concert 
band and band scoring. In January ~1ark Records 
released art album of pieces by Robert Washburn 
performed by Dr. Phillips and the Crane Wmd 
Ensemble. 
Stee,i(lg Committee's Platform 
I. That President Phillips publically present a 
complete explanation of the sequence of events 
which led both to the decision to offer Father 
Berrigan a position at l.C. and the subsequent 
decision to withdraw that offer. 
2. That President Phillips publically, 
acknowledge that 'decisions of this nature should 
be- ma.de only after full consultation with 
representatives of the stude11t and faculty 
constituancies. 
3. That the President fully document any 
reasons given to the· 1ocal and national press for 
-the withdrawal of the job.offer to Father Berrigan 
and that he fonnally retract any of the reasons 
w})ich are not fully consistant with the truth. 
. _4. That the President fully di$close the source of 
any input he rec~ived in the process of making his 
decision and in what fonn that input came to him. 
5. That the President fully document his 
assertion, made at a recent H & S Faculty Council 
Meeting, that a financial loss would be incurred by 
the College if Father Berrigan were to be part of 
the J.C. faculty. 
6. That President Phillips, in consent with the 
Community Council and other relevant bodies, 
take immediate action to establish a committee 
composed of students, faculty, and administrators 
to 'deal with formulating procedures for the hiring 
of visiting professors, and delineate the extent and 
limitations · of Presidential decision making in 
academic affairs. 
7. That these proposals ·go into effect, 
retroactively anil thaS the offer to Father Berrigan 
be- reconsid,ered by the Committee consisting of 
faculty, students, and administrators. 
,··'-,,' ··.-. ', :-··,----~~· ... _ 
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Provost Frank Darrow 
Job Hall' 
Dear Frank: 
- .,. • ...,, ......... , ,, • I 
·10 Janu,a:ry 1974 · · 
At your suggestion I am happy to r_eview with 
you the steps that led to the decision to offer a 
teaching position for the'academic year 1974-7.5 
to Father Daniel Berrigan. 
Last spring I had received a suggestion from 
several faculty members . that we ask Father 
Berrigan to come to Ithaca Co!Jege for an 
interview to discuss the possibility of his teaching 
here during the academic y~r 1973-74. Upon 
writing to him I received an answer stating that he 
was accepting a teaching position at the University 
of Manitoba for the fall semester, the one just 
passed, but that he would be interested in visiting 
with us sometime in the near futu_re. This fall I 
renewed contact wim him arid found that he 
would be interested in considering the possibili_ty 
of coming to Ithaca College for the academic year 
1974-75. With the expression of interest on his 
part I contacted the chairmen of §_everal 
departments with which I thought he might" have a 
t~achmg relationship. ·1 received responses, fn most 
cases written, from the departments of Sociology, 
Plulosophy and Religion, Politics, and Education, 
and from the Center for Individual and 
lnterdisdplin_ary. Studies which ·indicated 
enthusiasm for his potential presence on the 
campus and endorsement of the proposition that 
he might well either teach a course within each of 
those areas or have · some sort of teaching 
affiliation. I also ascertained that existing funds 
could be made available from those several sources 
which would accumulate sufficiently to provide a 
reasonable. salary offer to Father Berrigan, without 
adding to the financial burden of the Coftege. 
Although 1 do not believe that any of th,ose 
departments took a formal vote on this matter it is 
my understanding that the chairmen either 
sounded out all available faculty individually or in 
some cases actually had informal polls taken at 
departmental meetings. 
fn early December when this had been 
accomplished 1 had informed you formally of 
these steps, although you·will recall th<.1t before 1 
l1ad proceeded even that far I had requested_ your 
approval for the informal action . I was ,,. 
undertaking. YQu then suggeste~ that·-yo_u _ought 
to report ·this progress to the President. It is my 
recollection that you were especially occupied, 
howeve·r, with your du~es as chairman of the 
Budget Planning Committee:! and after a week or so 
we· agreed that perhaps I could speak with Ellis 
directly since I had more of the immediat~ 
information at hand. I made an appointment with 
Ellis and recounted t-0 him essentially the points I ·, 
· have described above. As I remember· our . 
conversation he was interested in the steps we-had 
taken, but felt that it was not appropriate for him 
to really comment on the advisability of such an 
•· appointment. He did remind me,--however, of the 
importance of a campus intervjew in the process of _ 
hiring a faculty member, even though this was -"--
obviously for a ~l10rt term appoii:i,tment only. 
Therefore, acting on Ellis' suggestion, I wa$ able to 
arrange for Father Daniel ·Berrigan to be. on 
c,ampus for the afternoon of Friday, December_-
28th. Unfortunately the President was out of town 
that day but we were able to have a lllncheon at 
which time Father Berri'ga-n met you, Dr. Daetsch, 
Vice President Perialas, Mrs. Dickinson, and several 
faculty as ·well as me. After Jurich there were 
separate meetings .with those members ?~ each of 
the Departments of Sociology, Poht1cs, and 
Philosophy and Religion who were on campus. In 
addition Father Berrigan met separately with Dr. 
Daetsch, Director Gf the Center, and with 
Professor Goldman representing the Department 
of Educatio·n. 
On the basis of these interviews and my 
su-bsequent discussions with those faculty 
members, Gus and, Eileen, and on the strength of 
his academic credentials which included six years 
of teaching at LeMoyne College in Syracuse as well 
as visiting assignments at other colleges and 
universities I recommended to you that we offer 
him a cont~act to teach two courses each semester 
'next year and to participate in- other activities 
within the College. Community .. After some 
deliberation you granted permission to me to 
make such art offer and I proceeded to write 
Father Berrigan wit.h the bare de,!ails O!} Monday, 
December 30, 1973. Up until this moment I have 
received no reply nor any indicatign of what }:lis 
decisfon will be. By the way, the reason- for 
proceedtng with dispatch was that Fa~her ~~rrigan 
had twa offers in hand from•other umverstties afl:d- · 
wanted to reach a decision before leaving ·the 
country:':shortly. · · . · : · · ·· · · · ·: 
There ·obviously is a great deal of controversy 
surrounding Danie_! Berrigan that is familiar to !orig 
time residents of· Ithaca, to- people who have 
followed his activities in the war resistance 
movement during the past few years;and of course 
to those who have read in the past few weeks of a 
recent speech that he made in Washington on the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. The interest, however, that 
we have in him· as a visiting faculty member at 
Ithaca Colll!ge is completely apart from those 
matters. As a matter of fact the· impetus for 
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investigating the possibility of his joinin~ with us 
has come from faculty members whom ~ ~ould · 
. consider fm: the most part apolitic~. Their 
conc~ms as people . who hav.: ·had some co~tact 
previously with F.ather Berrigan are for the im~ct 
that he can possibly. have o~ _the College in terms 
of his 'interactions with students and fa_culty in the 
educational-process .. It "is my expectation _that he 
would teach two. regular courses with sufficient 
. enrolfments to exceed the average studf;nt load at 
the College,. but . I am most interested in the -
possibilities of the informal il!teractions that he -
will have which cannot be prescribed at this time. 
It was extremely. useful; I feel for Gus._Peria,las to 
have ·an opportunity to 'll!eet with Fath~r. Berrig~n 
aricl for them· to at least initiate discussions ·~n the 
ways in which Father Berrigan could possibly 
participate in tJ:ie campus life of the College. 
Despite the predilections that 'each of us may 
liav~ towar4s various a,pproaches to education, we 
are all firmly committed to the residential-concept 
at Ithaca College. Although Father Berrigan might. 
not live directly on the campm;;he could well have 
office space or regular visiting hours, within the 
dormitories- that .could· markedly enhance the 
residential experience for many of our students. · 
Dunng the. several hours that· Father- Berrigan .l 
was on our camp'us, I had an opportunity, to talk 
with him fqr the .first time, and to observe him in 
different settings, ,some of which were quite 
cordial, and some of which had an interesting · 
tension based upon rather frank comments that 
faculty members made to him. I was especially 
impressed by the fact that he obviously has given a 
great deal of thought to the process of education. I 
am not at all sure that I agree with his views 
entirely, nor. am I overly confident that the 
approaches he might take would necessarily prove 
especially successful, but I am convinced that he 
w·mild provide a great. stimulus to other faculty as 
well as to students to be more aware of the essence 
of the educational. lives that they are l~ading. 
Despitewhat I had been led to believe, I do not 
th.ink his forte is represented by any particular 
charisma; he is well aware as he indicated in 
response to direct questioning thaf he is a celebrity 
a!}d must overcome the liability of pe9ple possibly 
either accepting or rejecting his-·ideas without 
providing. _them -with the proper- examinll.tion that 
one expects in an academic community. I was 
most pleased, howeve~ to note that although he 
~uffers from several -painful although not 
. debilitating ailmen¥, and '. ·althoilgli·- he has 
undergone incarceration a~d other public 
experiences which; might lead . one to expect 
cynicism, pessimism, or rabid ·parochialism he 
seems to.exude through his ·quiet demeanor a sense 
of confidence in the ability of man to rise above 
d~gredation and hardship primarily through the 
process of education. Jri .more private moments he 
displays a vitality- and sense of humor that I found· 
personally most attractive. 
I do not know ·when we can expect an answer 
from him; I wo:uld guess it to be within the next 
few weeks. I would imagine that you and I as well 
as. other administrators at Ithaca College· can 
almost certainly ,expect some· public reaction. to 
this, short term appointment. In my opinion we 
can certainly acknowledge his notoriety and the 
very slight possibility tbat he might cause or 
contribute. to .discora on campus. But these 
minimal concerns have been weighed· against the 
much greater expectation that he can <contribute 
briefly -but' .-significantly,· to·. the: -absolutely 
. nece~sary· reexamination of ithe :purposes 'of'Jlig}ier 
c;ducation and of the value of theiiberararts which 
· must be init{ated among our faculty and students. _,,. 
· Best .w_ishes, 
Theodore S. Baker 
Dean· 
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RU-mor Has It.-•• 
By Mike Hunt 
Rumor has it that Father 
Daniel Berrigan was offered a 
position as a visiting professor, 
but this offer was withdrawn last 
week. Everyone is aware of this 
offer and its repeal, but few 
re&lize that it was only one of 
several similar invitations. Mike 
Hunt, rumor reporter, having 
desperately pumped hi~ sources, 
Rapunzel· and Snow White, for 
information, out of sheer 
frustration moved on to the 
Seven Dwarfs, from whom he 
was able to piece together 
through his persistent, rolling, 
folding, kneading, seething, 
flaking and baking, the whole 
pie, complete with twenty one 
blackbirds (See Mother Goose) 
Now getting back to the 
subject after this brief, but 
rather nauseating diversion of 
journalistic wit and debauchery 
Mike Hunt was able to obtain 
through various means of 
d1plomatic persuasion (one 
hundred and sixty two big green 
ones) a list of important 
personages who also have been 
offered positions as visiting 
professors at Ithaca College. This 
list was found in a sealed 
envelope; locked in a tin box 
which itself was locked in a 
briefcase which itself was 
chained to the ankle of a trusted 
member of Job Land. The sealed 
envelope had the legend: TOP 
SECRET, CONFIDENTIAL, and 
NOT FOR THE EYES ·oF 
ANYONE, ESPECIALLY MIKE 
HUNT. These papers secretly 
known as the.Fisher Papers are 
summarized here for your 
knowledge. In Section I, Page I, 
Articre I, the names of 
prospective candidates and their 
future course offerings were 
listed. 
The first one mentioned was 
Richard Milhouse Nixon. He was 
offered a position to!... teach 
Piano, the Fundamentals of 
Football Coaching, and a special 
course titled "Advanced 
Personal- Finance."· This 
invitation is to take effect when 
his term expire~ (possible as 
early as next week). 
Spiro Agnew was originally 
offered the post to · teach 
Personal Finance, but refused 
when he learned that he could 
not get kickbacks from the 
students. 
Dean Martin and Timothy 
Leary were hired to team teach a 
course in· Drunken Driving and 
High Flying. This offer was later 
. withdrawn when it was 
discovered that no insurance. 
company would insure any 
college offering this course. 
Muhammed Ali and Joe 
Frazier were hired to coach the 
new debating team. This offer is 
under the stipulation that 
Howard Cosell be hired as the 
moderator. 
·Further down on this list, I 
found that Fidel Castro was 
offered a position to teach part 
time Beard and Hair Grooming, 
and for the rest of the time to be 
the male fashion co-ordinator 
for Physical Plant. 
Frank Rizzo of Philadelphia 
was invited to instruct two 
courses, one being, "How to 
Discriminate without Hating" 
and "The Sociological f ffects of 
Mounted Policemen"; don't get 
angry when a police horse 
relieves himself on your foot. 
Jack Anderson was offered to 
lead a seminar entitled "Truth in 
Journalism" but he declined 
when he learned that there 
would be only one person in his 
class, a certain Mike Hunt. 
David Adorno was also invited 
to teach a course, but refused. 
I feel that this list is not 
complete. Ithaca College is 
missing an excellent opportunity 
by not hiring Uri Pulsiv, to teach 
Personal Cleanliness. But besides 
this ommission, we should have 
some interesting professors but 
dirty students. 
/THAFlltKS PREVIEW 
.-: • ..,, •• ,,;;, _,,, .••• , ••• _,; .. • i • ln·.1938, th~ fjrst full length,feature_cartool) 
J,,,, ,. , , .... ;: ~ , ._ ..... , film graced the movie screens of the country. The 
, By Sam Milgrim film·'. was fascinating to watch and wonderfully 
- · ... done. It was called, Snow White and the Seven 
What can happen when a man who is an idealist Dwarfs. Films have come a long way since thei:i, 
decides that he is sick of government corruption, and the children wlJ,o have no doubt enjoyed Snow 
high taxes and lack of effective governmental White are adults now, who will no doubt enjoy our 
programs? He runs for office. He becomes a Ithaca flick for February- sixteenth and 
candidate. The Candidate is about one such man, a seventeentli Fritz The Cat. This fascinating film 
man who sees a community around him destroying about a white middle class wasp cat, who sets out 
itself and decides that something must be done to discover himself, (and discovers America Jiang 
before it is too late. the way) has been characterized as " ... gloriously 
Robert Redford is The Candidate. His portrayal funny, brilliantly pointed and superbly executed 
of a ma~ who feels that he must run for public entertainment, right on target" by Judith Crist in 
office,- not to win, but, to prove a point is superb. N.Y. Magahne. 
Redford is backed by an equally excellent Fritz The Cat is very entertaining and 
supporting cast (Peter Boyle, as the campaign surprisingly down to ~arth for even the most 
manager and Melvyn Douglas as the candidate's ,discriminating movie goer. It will be presen·ed on 
father and ex-governor of the state) and a brilliant ·February sixteenth and seventeenth in Tl 02 at 
director, Michael Richie. Richie expertly weaves 7:00 and 9:30 for $.75. 
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IIIICOIID 
REVIEW 
By R. Hood 
Friends, Oblivion Records, Od 3 
· Friends is the name of the album, the band, and 
the feel of the album. The friendship is evidenced 
by the exuberent and tight interplay of the quartet 
and the liner notes ("photography ... robert alpert 
(mark focus, jr.}"). The music relies as much on 
\t's empathy as its virtuousity. The members come 
from such jazz places as Chico Hamilton, Dreams, 
Jack CeJohnette, Roy · Ayers Stan Getz, Art 
Blakey, and Herbie Mann. They are Marc Cohen 
(electric saxes), Clint Houston (electric bass), John 
Abercrombie (electric guitar), and Jeff Williams 
(drums). You might have noticed that eight letter 
word "electric" in there a lot. Well, that's because 
Friends is very electric, though not completely. 
This energetic intensity of whirlwind 
quasiconstructed improvisation has started some 
rumors rumors rumors about "replacement for 
Mahav1shnu", but we all know rumors. 
The first side opens in a plitzkreig. Cohen's 
electronic alto, with fuzz, waa-waa, echo box, and 
octave divider, furiously races Abercrombie's 
guitar, kept in overdrive 5 /8 by Houston and 
Williams. The tune is called, apropos enow, "S/8 
Tune". This is the kind of music to be found in 
Coltrane or Mahav1shnu; exhihratmg. The second 
side closes with "Loose Tune," which has no 
guitar ("on side one his guitar sounds from the left 
chane). He 1s on the right chanel for "nursery 
rhyme", and on "loose tune" he isn't."), but 
substitutes tenor sax. Tti.e bass turns in another 
impressive performance here, combining taste, 
speed, gut, and intelligence. · 
There are however, two distressing items to dull 
an otherwise albescently bright album. The drums 
were recorded poorly with only marginal 
distortion. The album 1s released on a company 
with very little push or distribution, so you may 
never find it in a store. But 1f you're interested, 
and since you're my fnend, call me via The 
Ithacan. 
TO OtJE OF lTH-A.CA'S 
NICEST RE.STAUf<AlJTS 
... ART 4,-£1.-L£N Rosr£N:S 
PORTERHOUSE ROOM 
Al 1HE WDNDERlANP l..ODG£ t 
Our courtesy shuttle bus leaves at 6: 30pm 
daily (except Sunday) from The Collegetown 
Motor Lodge parking lot ... to take you out 
to dinner and return. Superb food, intimate 
atmosphere, great service ... and reasonable 
prices! PLUS a free carafe of w-ine with 
your dinner! 
81'1::A\(S•LIV E. LOf>Sl~R • RO"ST DUCKLUJG 
CKOPS• FONOUE &OUR<lVlGtJONNE • 1'}Jt, 
Ml)J'{ OTl-tER D6L1Ct0l1S E.NTREE:S ~ 
the story of the candidate from the opening February twenty-third marks the start of the 
optimism, to the closing synicism. The film is second semester for the Ithaca flicks -and with it 
finally summed up on· the eve of election· night, more chances than ever to see a movie at less 
after a debate with his opponent. The candidate's , money. On Thursday and Friday, film fans will be 
father firm!¥ .put lµs hand on his son's shoulder ab!~ to enjoy such stars of _yesterday as Bogart, •·---------------------------. 
and proclaimed; '.'Congratulations, son, you're a Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire, Gable, Cagney, Errol 
politician." Flynn, Peter Lorre, Sidney Greenstreet and others 
With the help of Gene McCarthy's speech writer for $.50. On Saturday and Sunday you will be able 
and, John Tunney's campaign manager The to enjoy more contemporary film stars such as Jon 
Candidate is both educational and extremely Voight, Dustin Hoffman, Cybil Sheperd, Timothy 
interesting. We follow the campaign of a candidate Bottoms, Woody Allen, Paul Newman, Jack 
as he would, and with him, see the issues lose in Nicholson, Peter Fonda and more. 
importance as the act of winning gains. The film is Coming up at the Ithaca flicks, the Marx 
frustrating, exciting and interesting. Redford turns brothers in Coconuts and Horsefeathers on 
in one of the best performances of his career and Eebruary twenfy third and twenty fourth, Boga:t 
for this and. many other reasons, it is a film ·worth in The Caine Mutiny on February twenty eighth 
two hours of time an.y weekend. It will be and March first, and Billy Jack starring Tom 
presented on February ninth and tenth in TI02 at Laughlin on March second and third. Read this 
7:00 and"9:30 for $.75. · ./ column and The Ithacan for more details. 
ASIA TIC CARDEN 
CHINESE-AMERICAN FOOD 
118 W State St 
open tues 
thru sun Since 1931 
carry-out 
. 
service 
for a chan~e 1n cu1s1ne try 
ASIA TIC GARDEN 
llllllliflllllllllUUllliWIIIIRIWUWIIUllllDUlllllllllJJllllWIIWlllllillilllmlllUIIIIIIUIIIUIIIUlllll111lUWIIIIIIIIIDIIIII ~====~========~==========~~~~~,~~~: :~:~~~~=~: =~= ~= ~,~ 
I ~John's tj1nche~nette I HEADQUARTERS 
.~ · : wiU soon be renamed~-3l~,ir,iw;r,s:'~ ~ 
'Oto···PHALE~ON r_, 
FOR YOUR DRIVING NEEDS 
:_;·RE:STAURANT' · 
6 -to 9~Mon. Thru Sat. 
if 7 to 3 -Sun. • CIM)ltS' 
111/111), , . -...... ., \I i1 ''" want. 10 ,,, .. ,. 
1! REA( G,;,-e/t sp,,;(~!t{ei.~~, ... : . ·. .'. I 1 · 
* COOPER TIRES 
• SEMPERIT RAD/AL TIRES 
• TRUE-CRAFI' TOOL~ 
• EXIDE BA TTERIE.\' 
* GABRIEL SHOCKS 
* BOSCH PLUGS & IGNITION 
i I 
' 
' 
~~o~~~·~·:11$ ~e~e.r~ltit/.tJjl=::(l/l~'.Sdflll'ddl:I ... ~;. :c~-,.r, .. , ... :.~c,·,~-f.:,-.· ·.; ~. ·-·Eeou.£13~_310,.·.~. ·-:: .' 
1
·r.1iF1iliill .. Ii 111 F Hill l~Bt It IHH!UR~IUllmlUll•Ulllll~~~====t.~~~~:'i$$:~,-~~=~=~==~=========~=~ I . :. . . . 
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Gil.EEK AIIA· :·. 
TEft AIID 
IYIIPAT-l'f 
Robert/ Ande.rson;s popular 
drama, Tea and Sympathy, will 
have two performances in Ithaca 
College's Main Theatre Tuesday, 
Feb. I 2. The public is cordially 
invited to attend the 4 o'clock 
or 8: 1 S p.m. show free of 
charge. 
The production is ·the senior 
d I rec tmg project of drama 
student Charles Henry Kirck, 
with Sherr111 Howard doing the 
scene design as part of her senior 
project. The rest of the student 
staff includes Craig Saeger as 
lighting designer, David Briggs as 
technical director, and Linda 
Santos in the dual capacity of 
stage manager and assistnat 
director. 
Anderson·~ story 1s that of a 
shy, impressionable, lonely 
youth. As he embarks upon a 
co I lege education he is 
confronted with many 
misunderstandings because of his 
love for the arts. When he p·lays 
the part of a woman in an , 
amateur theatrical he is wrongly 
accused of having homosexual· 
tendencies. Even the master of 
the house in which he is living 
becomes his persecutor. Only 
the sympathetic and sensitive. 
wife of the master helps him 
overcome the slanderous 
accusations. 'fhe play is trea.ted 
with great faste and develops 
with considerable emotl_onal 
delicacy. 
Heading the Drama-Speech 
Department cast are Michael 
Slade as Tom, Karen Meyer-as 
(aura and Trancisco Lagueruela, 
as Bill. Other roles are played by 
Karen Kalensky, Thomas Graff, -
Joe Pedoto, Charles Siegel, Mark 
Siegel, David Rodale and Don 
Ricken back. 
Costumes are by Sue Denner 
and props by Hope Chillington. · · 
The master carpenter and 
electrician are John Richmond 
and Jill Carruthers. 
IS OPEN 
·TUESDAY, 
WEDNESDAY,-
THURSDAY_ 
EVENJNC;s UNTIL 7 PM 
SATU.RDAY 
FROM 10-1 
HotcJ Ct>LJ · Letdher. 
Thi~ i~ 1111• 111011th !,(, ~<·I ~ our l,,;11lwr 
l1.11ull1a~i- and hrH:- ill a _l!n·al :-:a,i1acr:-. -.... .-
.•. - ' I°" -
\'i~i~ UH Edd~. ~fr~·t•l /<~·\\:to}iud :the.~: .. : -
.. -fk•.n\tit~,t htmdi~,:{ri~~f1r,.; · ~-.+_ifr.-,w_:,~.-u\j_ .J:< · :,;--
·\i"af n-.i\-" \,.,,,i,·<I aUlii}r'tf"t ~i,U;~~ J~;,.fnJf: 
. ··2.;~, OFl(J,:(t·:ti \"1~1ii\t; . : ·'"' -
.. -_ t· -,· . -~ ' - ' . ... 
-1 ·· 1 
..... 
; / 
,, 
- ,.! 
"I DON'T WANT m SEEM 
UNAPPRECIATIVE, VERNON .. ~'-
· By C:,ithy Lyne~ · 
•,,.•,J I I 1•1 ,.-
As part of a -balanced season 
of theatre, the Ithaca College 
Drama Department is presenting 
And Miss Reardon -Drinks a 
Little this Tuesday through 
SIUlday, a longer run than usual 
to accomodate the expected 
crowd. 
This week's play fare is being . 
directed by J. Fred Pritt, 
assistant professor of" drama. 
Throughout· his active career, 
Pritt has directed several other 
shows of this type. Employed by 
IC for ' 1 I years, he ran the 
Vineyard Players, a summer 
stock company of drama 
students on Martha's Vineyard, In And Miss Rearqon-Drinks a what ·follows. It 'is -a>story 
for five. As an instructor, he has Little, Pritt's concept of the play one-sided rel~tion"'fhips, 
taught variou!I aspects of theatre and what it dea,Is with, comes ·not-clearly'. defined· "6reakcfow 
- · , ~ ·, ·: . . · · , and ·also· :a -story:·'iof; .;how 
and has also directed a number out st ro_ngly._,. lt_ is_,-.a. family- and: friends try to nc:1 
. of o eras .. ·-, contemporary, sef.~~us A~_epcan ., with,-pro.blems..-SuilJITlarized, th 
. P. · drama - somethm~ _rare th~se 'play. cou_ld. be labeled, "wha 
days • by a new, up and commg happens when the pressury 
playwright - whiclr' is even rarer. on." 
·• As Pritt says, "It is a clear, 
realistic look at some of the This is the first production o 
things that go on in the teaching a. thrust - stage - in the, aren' 
profession and also shows how theatre since the first year it wa 
so mam' · must make · their' built. Des!$ned by Robert Pratr 
professions their whole _ life, the set offers an interestin. 
b~cause their lives are so empty. -~hallenge . to the ·:actors becam, 
It views teachers as human the audien_ce wraps·¾ of the .way 
_b e i n g s i n s .t e a d o -f aroum;l them. -Therefore,.-
0 
th 
institutionalized characters, as viewe~S'- a_r.e very close: to th 
well. ... _-_~ ped.oi:mers, . providing·. a 
T~e __ ~unny, _yet · sad play_ :.int~51\e atmosphere, perfect fo 
presents its plot m an extremely_ '-'·contemporary realism. 
entertai~ing manner. I~ e_xpl_ores ·. ''It's riot yet a ·movie,''-Pritr 
the relationship of· thiee_sistei;s poin'ts· out "an-d- .,it', 
' and focuses on the trauma of_.a - sophisticated; ;ot for children 
-"-'! sexually frustrat~ woman whb . It's bitc;hy, but. fun. Obviqµsly, .. 
_-has made an __ ,error in public_ and · __ he·s~~es; '.'.~.li~~ it._','.. ,-,--
mon~ oi fi~f&j.$o;'~~- • I 
.. , 
~~:-~~-~~-~~~---~~-----~;~·:,·.,·~~~-~-~·~·~·~:~:~:~:~'.~
0
=-~_=,~:=~:~;:~:~::)t'.~t~t:1:f~::~;1~~:.·;:!::';/;t;;t;f:t·}flt1f~!f :0 ~tld:2if~i:Ji::::tiJS:2~t~iSEi1i.:-:~-
............ ....;;;;....._ ...................................... ==~==~ 
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bere? 
CllNCERl~ ROCKL~ ITHACA 
, By Bill Henk 
Score: - Cornell ...two, Ithaca College one. 
Explanation: The Ithaca College community has 
been thrice blesse,d- in recent months with that 
rarest of the rare-successive campus appearances 
by major recording artists who have of late 
generally ignored such halls of scholastic wisdom 
much like the plague. ' 
Wearing a somewhat elaborate bareback gold 
floorlength gown, Joni was met by scattered oqohs 
and aaahs amidst the swelling wall of applause. 
Without saying a word she quickly tuned her 
guitar and launcehd into "This Flight Tonight", a 
song from her "Blue"-lp. Reacting only·with a nod 
of recognition for the audience's subsequent 
applause, Mitchell rotated back and forth between 
guitlµ' and piano, occasionally tradihg off licks-her 
full, strong and resonant voice with that just 
incredible range and depth echoing the guitar of 
Robin Ford or the sax of Tom Scott. Throughout 
'the night, as in this first set, Mitchell interspersed 
the new with the old-"You Tum Me On I'm A 
Radio" ·and "Woodstock" were split by "Free Man 
€omen captured an early lead in this battle of 
the two. hills, scoring with Paul Simon. - IC 
countered with a concert coup of its own-the 
Divine Miss M. But Cornell was ·not to be denied. 
The announcement soon came that Joni Mitchell 
had been booked for a February 3 date at 
Cornell's Barton Hall .. 'The .result was, of course, in Paris", "Just Like This Train" and "The Same 
another sellout crowd, albeit a respectful one, Situation" from "Court and Spark". 
some eight-to-nine thousand strorrg. Joni Mitchell is indeed. a songstress of rare 
Opening the show for Joni was Tom Scott and talent. :She allows her listener an uncommon 
the L.A. Express. Realizing that for anything as introspection into her own very personal life. 
infrequent as a · Joni Mitchell tour,· the. Every song accurately reflects a very part of 
accomplished Canadian . performer could have · herself-a feeling, a mood, ·a retrospection. Each 
commanded almost any O{l.ening act she had album becomes a veritable slice-of-life statement 
wished,, the question immediately comes to mind: of her own reality, a self-portrait if you will. She 
Why Tom Scott? Why the Lk Express? Who the shares with us her loves-and her losses. And we, as 
hell are they? Well, the answer to 'that is perhaps a her listeners, are able to sympathize and identify 
bit more obvious. than many, would _ascribe. An her personal tragedies and triumphs with our own. 
examination of both "For the Roses" and her Confiding in us as few other artists ever have, Joni 
most recent, "Court and Spark", will reveal the Mitchell has-perhaps consciously, but likely 
following: "'I:om Scott-woodwinds and reeds". In not-struck" a rare and inseparable human bond 
fact, a look at the authorship credits on "Court between the performer (herself) and her public. 
and Spark" tells us: "all songs composed by Joni That heartwarming, joyous and ever so distinctive 
Mitchell and Tom Scott". L.A. Express members laugh of pleasure that' 'Seems to spring so easily 
John Guerin (drummer formt;rly with the Byrds, flowing from her beautiful lips only serves to make 
and well known for his session work) and Max her even the more human and real. And thus we 
Bennett (bassist of the Mothers) also play on the can begin to understand this talented songstress as 
current Ip. Joined-by guitarist Robin Ford and she continually works her poetic sorcery, 
electric pianist Roger Kellaway the fivesome capturing 'human feelings and emotions in a way 
C9J!S-!!tUt~. ~ tp.e, .J.~ .. ~--~~pl!lSS, ~in.ci;>r.Po.rating. ~ ~at only . she can: "Caught in my struggle for 
~~1.;;r+eqAiil~:l\'t?JS!.1(:if' ~ .. ··· ·.higl}.er achievement and Il).Y sean;h for a love that, 
~-~9;°-::~n't _s~em_. to be~~e" (The ·same Situati~nl.~ 
a. 1 was · iidnetlieless:-~well:mannered :· afuf> Tliose Imes m part1qilar caught my attention 
appreciative, reaeti.n,i'positivel~ 'to solos well done . during the first half of her concert Sunday night. 
tempo changes \veil executed, etc. Well aware of . For the critical listener or avid fan there were, I'm 
their primary function on- this particular tour, the ~ure, ever so many more. 
Express played only 35-40 minutes before An intermission, stretching on to 40 minutes, 
ann!)uncing Ms. Joni Mitchell. followed "Woodstock". When Mitchell came back 
With Tom Scott and the Express remaining as she was solo and attired in a brilliant purple 
her· backup ban·d, Joni slowly made her ~ntrance. floor-length gown of goldish trjm. Still without 
AMERICAN FILM COLLEGE ·THEATRE FESTIVAL 
By Rick Bernstein 
The American Film Theatre was heralded as 
films with culture that would bring back the 
thousands absent to the movie house. So far it has 
been a critical success but, with the exception of 
the initial two entne·s, -·it has fallen short of 
entertainmen.t. The very reason that audiences 
fled_,. the lack of satisfying entertainment, is the 
very reason·the film Luther has failed. 
This. play-adapted ,frorri John' Osborne's play of 
the same name, is _devoid of any feeling or 
emotion. Stacy Keach does the best he can to hold 
together this loosely scripted and under-directed 
production. But even his tremendous talents were 
not enough. _ . 
The play is based on the life of Martin Luther 
the rebellious monk wlio. places hi~ faith ·in· the 
scriptures and not the nierarchy of the church. He 
spreads the seed of revolution in .the common 
man, and fighting is soon at hand. But instead of 
supporting his followers he encourages the existing 
powers to subdue the fighting. 
The director, Guy Green, tries to make Luther 
an 'introspective and eternally dissatisfied 
character, 
The play -is based on the life of Martin Luther 
the 'rebellioqs monk · who places his faith in the 
scriptu.res and not the hierarchy of the church. He 
spr.eads the -seed of revolution in ·the common 
man, and fighting is soon at hand. Bufinstead of 
supporting..his fqllowers h_~ encot1:ra.~es the existing 
powers to subdue the fighting. 
The director, Guy Green, tries to make Luther 
an introsp~ctive and eternally dissatisfied 
character, with the use of psychosomatic fits and 
reoccurring constipation. But the character 
vaccillates, serving to confuse the audience to the 
point of distraction. A min·or character becomes 
narrator of the film, on a play which proves to be 
disjointing despite the hopes it would clarify and 
give a sense of .unity to the play. The director 
removes · all color of emotion by having the 
'characters underplay their roles. Because of this 
we rarely empathize with any of the characters. 
Only a couple of performances shine through the 
murky mess. That of Hugh Griffith, who played 
the part of John Tetzel is · one. Tetzel sold 
indulgences, money in exchange for pardoned sins, 
and represents the very essence of the church that 
Luther hatect·and wished to change. 
Luther's father had wished him to be a lawyer. J 
Instead,. Luther is "lost" to a ·monastery and there 
·· Luther mafes his father proud, in spite of his 
original opposition. Patrick Magee is splendid as 
Lu the.r's father, displaying all the correct 
emotions. 
Even though the director had a less than lavish 
budget to work Jith this picture is a total waste, 
basically b~cause,it didn't stir any emotion in the· 
viewer. The audience does not fully identify with 
its hero and can't evoke the slightest tear in this 
tragedy. · 
u~ring a word in a way of greeting, she began 
with "Cat.:tus Tree" from her "Joni Mitchell" Ip. 
''Big Yellow Taxi" was next, featuring a somewhat 
amended and slightly altered final verse: 
"Late last night I hear{! the screen door slam 
And the big yellow taxi took away my old 
man-again" And into the chorus: "Don't i'I: always 
seem to go/That you don't know what yob got till 
it's gone ..... " 
At long last rapping with her audience, Joni 
related the story behind the song "People's 
Parties". Switching to dulcimer for "All I Want" 
and "A Case of You", she returned to the guitar 
once more for "For the Roses", a song she intro'd 
as "another in a series of who biz rejection songs", 
again giving her audience an intrigueing behind the 
scenes look at the inspiration for much of the 
lyrics. Tom Scott's off stage flute matched the Ip 
note for note as he accompanied Joni on "Cold 
Blue Steel and Sweet Fire". It was back to the 
piano one more time for "Blue" before finally 
finishing the solo set of the show with "For Free". 
The full band then returned, assisting Joni on 
material from the new lp. Mitchell continued to 
musical chairs with the guitar .'.Ind piano before 
finishing strong on the acoustic with "Clouds" and 
"Raised on Robbery"; everybody going all out on 
this grand finale. The audience rose to its feet for 
this rollicking number, the only song of its tempo 
Mitchell has ever recorded. And Joni, for her part, 
seemed to be having a grand old time. 
The applause thinned to a dull roar · as the 
1natches were lit. A few thousand matches and 
several minutes later Joni returned, cigarette and 
coffee cup in hand. Going straight to the piano, 
she offered "Blonde in the Bleachers" before 
coming front and center for the finale. "Twisted". 
The pop/vaudvillian reading of "Twisted" more 
resembled a combination of the styles of Bette 
Midler and the Pointer Sisters than anything Joni 
-- has· ever done. lts rendering here, at the close of an 
evening's worth of beautiful music however, was 
quite a surprise. Although it no doubt ranks as my 
least favorite Joni Mitchell song of recent years, 
neither I nor anyone else in attendence had .any 
real cause to complain. Two hours plus of 
ex traorQinary music, an understanding- and . 
respectful audience, and a very human and 
enchanting performer. One could hardly ask for 
more. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
lp•ci•lizin1 in 
All Smoker's Supplies 
Paperbound Books 
Pipe Repairs 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
N•xt To St11111d T/Je11te1 
J/8 E. State St. 
~ome In And Get Acquainted 
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PRESSURE 
continued from page one 
external response was much 
more intense than they ever 
expected. "The reaction of the 
These sentiments have been 
echoed by many on the Board of 
Trustees. Bob Grant, the Faculty 
Representative of the ~oard of 
external public was far more Trustees, had received telephone 
than I anticipated," remarked calls from alumni who 
Provost Darrow. threatened to withdraw financial 
Darrow and Eileen Dickinson, support to the college if Berrigan 
Executive Assistant to the was accepted. He passed this 
President, both have received information on to Darrow. 
numerous telephone calls from Darrow's response was that he 
the Board of Trustees, alumni, •· too had received other calls, but 
parents, and friends of Ithaca that no decision had yet been 
College. made. 
The callers were unanimously 
opposed . to the teaching offer 
extended to Berrigan, according 
to. all iP'>urses. Dickinson had 
called many members of the 
Board herself, basically to "keep 
them abreast of the situation," 
as one Trustee put it. 
TRUSTEES VIEWS 
Ed Bredbanner, one of the 
Trustees, recalls Dickenson as 
saying that she had received 
many calls from concerned· 
Trustees and alumni. 
Bredbanner had called 
Dickenson, likewise, received -
culls from other Trustees. Tony 
Pesoli told her that he had not 
received one favorable reaction 
after conversing with several 
alumni. 
Robert Werner, another 
Trustee, was in touch with the 
administration. He, like the 
others, ' was not in favor of 
Berrigan coming here. However, 
Werner said that the "offer 
having been 
opm1on, it 
withdrawn." 
made, 
should 
in 
not 
my 
be 
Dickenson to tell her that he had Dickenson also called R.G. 
received several (he estimated Fawler, from the Board, to 
about 20) respoftses, ·from exp 1 ·a in what had be en 
alumni mostly, all against the happening. row1ers· reactions 
idea of Berrigan coming, and ·were that Berrigan was a 
that he was "quite ·concerned." "trouble maker", an ·"ex-con", 
-:~/:·· :: .·,:· ·. ·_c: Open Frrday Night; -rfal 9 P.M. 
lt'l ,n.'W"" . 
: j.( 
·~~ .. ·· .111;;~";,&Green iB! 
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A. l'rft'.J g,ftPd ~ioic. /4-l 8.f!lale ~beet •J..CR.'2.-lfllO• 
lth&<a, N•• \'ark 11~'" 
IFHACA 'S l](C&f/Slfll 
All/THORIBI) 1t1£::SA1tl IIIA'UI 
E•11ert Walch .Jew•l~y ••ai,in,9 
••ntounting of Diamonds 
. . 
and that he "should be in jail 
right now." He didn't want a 
man like this on the campus. 
The names of alumni and 
friends . of Ithaca College that 
- were in contact with the Provos( 
have been kept confidential. 
MATTER OF FINANCES 
Darrow was asked by an 
Ithacan reporter, if it was true 
that at the H&S Faculty Council 
meeting on February 1, he said 
that there were indications that 
parents and alumni might 
withdraw their support. "That's- _ 
ri5ilit," he responded. 
So it seems to become a matter 
of finances. The ex temal pressures 
that were applied being financial 
pressures. As Phillips, in his 
memorandum wrote, " .. .it 
became clear that the reaction to· 
this appointment was decisively 
negative not only among the 
Board but among a number of 
parents, alumni, and frien_ds 
concerned with the welfare of 
the college." 
"No member of the Board 
said 'withdraw the offer'," 
according to a statement by 
Darrow in the minutes of the 
H&S Faculty Council February 
1. What it seems they did do was 
react to uphold financial 
support. 
Nevertheless, it seems that it 
was this external pressure that 
caused the offer to be 
wHhdrawn. 
Darrow was asked by the 
I thacan's reporter, "External 
pressure made you at last 
reconsider the .offer?" "That's 
right1', y,ias his response. 
/ 
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ACROSS 49 Toll road (abbr.) 10 Chess piece 
51 Dips 11 Consecrates 
1 Tics 52 Wigwam: var. 12 Loose-leaf 
7 Beetle 54 Written f n verse ·· .notebooks 
13 Lawmen: Sp. 56 Football cheer 13 Hymns 
14 Concise 57 One who makes 15 Laxative 
16 Popeye's delicacy evident 20 Hal 1 ucfnogen 
17 City in Penn-, 59 Blood deficiency: 23 Refugee 
sylvanfa var. 27 French river 
18 Alder tree: Scot. 61 Renovate 29 Star in Pegasus 
19 Hoboes 62 Squatters 30 Latin epic -
21 Teases 63 High on drugs 32 Aggregate 
22 Veronica - 64 Tire impressions 34 Isolated pe~k 
24 Notfve minerals 36 Tampered with 
25 Town in Iceland DOWN 37 Ham actor 
26 Unit of memory 38 Indigenous ones 
28 Tennis great 1 Lily Pons, e.g. 39 Interpreter 
30 Italian town 2 Took potshots at 41 Without weapons 
31 Metallic element - 3 Own: Scot. 42 Fixes·-
33 The Barefoot - 4 Type of jazz 43 Russian name(poss.) 
35 Orderly progression singing 46 One who chooses 
37-Mezzanfne 5 Small: prefix 50 Ex-Pirate 
40 Flowers: Fr. 6 - Desert 53 to the inside of 
44 Female horse 7 Hockey play 54 F,ather: Fr. 
45 Shadow: comb. fonn 8 Heat units (abbr.) 55·--- History 
47 Rfngwol"lll. . ,. , , ,!l, Se_~1c;in,.o.f. o .. ,,.- .. .P.?-:iSwt'1ctlc,,1< 
'48 Sioua~·(nd·fari. , ,.P!~Y.,: .,,,,_·_ .. , .. , 60;:~~e~-.Jgt~~r 
houseplo.nts co.n !)row bea.utifu\ly even in Itha.ca._\ 
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Stephen Blume is madly,. overwhel,ningly _jn 
· 1ove. In"rus·words, "If a man loves a w6man; that's 
a prqblem;" tlf a· inan loves ..a .man, that's a 
dilemma; .. ''If a' mart loves his ex-wife, that's a 
tragedy.'_'· Stephen Blume's love is tragic. And, oh 
boy', do~s he-have a problem. 
Paul Mazurksy wrote and directed Blume in 
Love ·with the same neurotic elan he brought to his 
· two previous works;. the widerly-acclaimed Bob 
- and Carol and _Te.d and -Alice and the highly 
eclectic (borrowing heavily from the Fellini School 
of .Film)'· and . the poorly-received · Alex in 
Wonderland. All three films share the same setting; 
the crazy, analyst-preoccupied land of California: 
t4e vanguard of loonies and hipness-"The Golden 
Coast." 
B"ut Blume although incorporating some of the 
pretenliousness of- Alex (Masursky is still hung up 
on names; Stephen Blume he takes from Olysses, 
Babbitt he botto.ws from Sinclair Lewis), and the 
flippant hipness of Bob and Carol (he still gets ·a 
charge out of talking about pot), supersedes both 
of .these iilms .and comes across as Mazursky's 
most" coinpleteiy realized 'film to date:. pri~arily 
because he allows his characters the privilege of 
some soul-searing, intelligent introspection. Blume 
is also a more powerful work because its humor is 
strong and direct: traversing the line from social to 
seif-satire with no loss of effectiveness. 
- Another strong point of the film maybe its 
strongest, -is the acting. George Segal as Blume is 
terrific: he .. is the intrepid lover, the chic divorce 
court lawyer, the dowri-and-out spiritual butn in 
Venice. Segal has that unique gift of making an 
audience care· about him no matter what his 
character is up to. And he's got a smile so cute it 
makes you want to pinch his cheeks. , 
· Equally ingratiating are Susan Anspach, as Nina 
Blume, and Kris Kristofferson as the · itinerant 
blithe spirit, Elmo. In bis representation of 
Blume's alter-ego,_Kristofferson becomes a perfect 
foil for the too-complacent counsellor-at-law that 
is Segal .. The easy-going guitar-twanging style that 
Kris brought to Cisco Pike is still evident, but he is 
. such-· a. natural . that it doesn't become boring. 
Susc!n-:1AnsP.ach also comes-off-quite well - aJ!cJ,tl:,at . _ 
.''\irlish't"'eifsy-~;) c.onside.ring she~'liad to withstand a·. 
rape and lines like (addressed · to. her 
baby-in-tµmmy):· "If you're a boy-kid, you better 
respect women. If you're a girl-kid, you better 
respect yourself." That's hard to say with a 
straight face. · 
II\ smaller but important roles, Marsha Mason 
and Shelley Winters are wonderful, or wunderbar 
"if you are German. 
In conclusion, if it weren't for one scene, that, 
in my rather myopic eye;s, twisted the plot too 
forcefully and clumsily, Blume would warrant an 
unequivocal ·hurrah! But the reunion of Stephen 
and Nina, precipitated as it is by Stephen's 
drunken rape of his ex-wife; becomes almost 
impossible to accept. Still, despite this problem in 
resolution, the film gets a generous nod of 
approval: it's witty, well-acted and it's got a happy 
ending that will make you want to cry like a baby. 
Blume ·in ·Love is currentiy in residence at · 
Ithacfs'J'emple T]leater. . 
~:,{..~---~ ,_;:~ -
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By Bill Henk 
It seems to have become quite fashionable lately 
for assorted "music critics" of varying credibilities 
to express· their sometimes questionable and 
"authoritative" tastes by lauding what they choose 
to call the "top albums" of any particular year. 
Whatever else_ becomes' evident, it should be 
apparent to all by 'now that such lists are· based 
solely on the individual critic's personal prejudices 
and·· preferences. No more, no less. "One Man's 
Ceiling Is Another Man's Floor"-what's good for 
. one·:1s not nece~arily good for ·another, etc. We 
must always be aware of', that whenever we 
· scrutinize such "lists';_ · 
It should also be pointed out that rlo individual 
reviewer has or takes the time to critically listen to 
and/or "scope" each individual Ip th!lt passes 
through his• greedy little hands. Mood greatly 
effects the reviewer's initial reaction. Thus albums 
worthy of second and third playing are often 
shuffled off int-o a corner, never to be played 
again. And, in stoned or drug-crazed states, even 
the so-called professional reviewers of Rolling 
Stone and the like are more than ·apt to blunder 
' from time to time. 
What, you might well ask, is my purpose in all 
this? True, it's quite likely I'm telling you 
something of which you are already well aware. 
But deep ·down, you see, I'm a tricky little fellow. 
There is indeed a method in my madness. You 
may not be aware or it, but all of us so-called 
critics are record promoters at heart. We just love 
to turn unsuspecting readers on to little known 
gems of recorded excellence. And that's where this 
little article comes in.-I'm not going to sit here and 
try to. tell you what were the top ten lps of the 
year 1973. I mean there's no way in hell.. .. .l just 
couldn't do it. A list of such consequence should, 
by its very nature, entail far more than that. But 
before I get into the meat of the matter, let me at 
least place things into their proper p-rospective. I 
proclaim no expertise, although I do wish I could, 
in the musical areas of jazz and soul. A decent 
surface knowledge yes, expertise-no. Classical 
fnusic_as well falls beyond my own individual areas 
of relatively concrete knowledg~. 
It is my premise, first off, that most of you 
would recognize such name lps as Paul Simon's 
cThere Goes .Rny~in'. Simon, Steyie Wonder's 
lnnerv!,Sions, Pink Floyd's Dark Side:9f the Moon, 
etc. as among the top- of the year's releases. As 
these people and others have achieved a sort of 
"star" status already, I would rather focus- my 
attention (and yours if possible) on the following 
list of artists and lps which deserve your attention 
far more than you can really know. There'll be 
som._e surprises, I'm sme. lt is my hope that from 
time to time you'll check one or two of them out. 
Here goes: 
Aero'smith: Without a doubt the finest hard rock 
Ip of 1973. Prove it for yourself 
Little Feat-Dixie Chicken: A reek n roll 
masterpjece. No doubt abo1,1t it. 
Jimmy Cliff-The Hardey They-, Come and The 
Wailers-Catch a Fi!t= Jamaican reggae at its best. 
Claire Hamill-October: Young English folksinger 
of rare vocal range with a second, most impressive 
many styles. And she proves it on her first 
critically acclaimed solo Ip. 
. 
. '.,• - -
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Ip. 
Maria 'Muldaur: Thi~ pretty lady is the master of 
Orleans: A solid, tight and consistent roe!< n roll 
Ip by one of the area's favorite good-time bands. 
Toni Brown and Terry Garthwaite-Cross Country: 
The two mainstays of Joy of Cooking take a trip 
to Nashville and come up smelling like roses. 
Steeleye Span-Parcel of Rogues: Carrying the 
Fairport Convention 1969-70 sound one step 
further, this band is currently the best of the 
English interpretors of trad'"itional English-Scottish 
material. And Matty Prio"iii!('one hell of a vocalist. 
Her multi-tracked vocal°V'The Weaver and the 
Factory Maid" is just awesome. 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band-Will the Circle Be 
Unbroken: That any folk-rock band could fit in so 
well with so many of the legendary Nashville 
bigwigs is just incredible. 
Ian Mathews-Valley Hi: This former Fairport 
Convention member has been making outrageous 
folk/rock music for years now. Why nobody's 
noticed is beyond me. This one sounds like his 
best yet. Get this one and then start looking for 
Mathews Southern Comfort's "Second Spring" Ip. 
You won't be disappointed on either count. 
Linda Ronstadt-Don't Cry Now: This beautiful 
lady with voice smooth as silk has been about as 
successful at success as Ian Mathews. A small but 
extremely loyal following of ecstatic and often 
vociferous fans. And I'm one of them. You get 
yourself a copy of this album, NOW! 
Linda Lewis-Lark: A folky and soulful Ip by this 
up and coming British girl of West Indian ancestry. 
Her vocal range resembles Joni Mitchell. and she's 
damn good. 
Richard Thompson-Henry the Human Fly: This 
former Fairporter has released his first solo Ip, well 
worth your individual scrutiny. 
Gordon Bok-Seal Djirils Hymn: This Maine 
folksinger on the Folk-Legacy label is not even 
seeking mass appeal. But his unique booming voice 
and distinctive guitar style deserve it. "Peter Kagan 
and the Wind" -also deserves the attention of any 
folkie reading this. 
Jackson Browne-For Everyman: It sure is. One of 
the best of the year, without question. 
Leo Kottke-My Feet Are Smiling: Six and twelve 
string folk guitarist extraordinare, Kottke has 
proven he can duplicate in concert exactly what he 
does on record: Now that's incredible. 
- Steely Dan-Countdown to Ecstasy: The title is 
cocky, but true. Belter overall than their {irst, 
· Steely Dan do it again. · 
Blue Oyster Cult-Tyranny and Mutation: Long 
Island band plays rock n' roll for all you 
drug-crazed fascist b,,istards out there. 
J.J. Cale-Really:_ Laid back is hardly a strong 
enough word for the style of this man. Repeated 
listenings make it worthwhile. 
Jonathan Edwards-Have A Good Time For Me: 
, Another Boston folkie with his third effort. 
Verrrrrry nice. 
Some people to watch for in '74: 
James Montgomery Band 
Pomter Sisters 
Nickie Ashford & Valerie Simpson 
Hanson 
Blue. 
Marshall Tucker 
10cc 
Joan Armatring 
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· SA'B ITHACA FLICKS INT-R0DU-C£S 
' . . ... , .. 
A WHOLE NEW CONCEPT . IN FILM PROGRAMMING 
- . 
2 FILMS A WEEK 111 
Thurs. & Fri. you will 
· be. a hie to enjoy such 
stars as:· 
I JIMMY CAG~EY, 
f 
On Sat. & .Sun .. you will 
be able to s·ee such movie 
greats as: 
·_ the MA~·x BROTHERS, 
CLARK GABLE, DUS TIN HO)FF~AN, 
HUMPHREY BOGART, . ·JON VOIGT. 
GINGER ROGERS; -1£ JACK NICOLSON, 
FRE-0 ASTAIRE, ~ CYBILL,SHEPHERD, _ 
and more.for just soc an:~ ~n.Qre for.just ,_.75c '• 
-FEBR·UARY -
Sat. l'eh .23 ( ·oconub 
1 lor~de.rther, 
7&10.30pm \ I 
<Jpm ,. l 111 , 75 7&<Jpm 
Sun. l·l'11 .24 
S.50 10:30pm 
' 
A·PRIL 
Thurs.-Fri. 
April 4-5 
Run Silent. Run Deep 
7 & <J PIii 
. '' . ,· 
-
,\'d-111, S.50 
1101,l'le,rthl·r, 7&10pn1 
Cnl·onut, <>pm ·\drn \.7:'i '7&H·JOp111
1 
:-.50 10pm Sat. -Sun. 
April 6-7 
Mitlmght Cowboy 
·1 hur.-l· 11 
l'l·h 2K-Mar .1 
( ',11nc· Mutiny 7&<J.30p111 
MARCH 
Sat.-Sun. Bill} J.,d, 7&<J:30p111 
Mar ' ___ , 
I h111 ·Irr I "I' ll,1L 7c\:.'lpur 
l\l.11. 2s-211 
Sat -:---un I II I l I I \10\'I I 
f\1.1 r. ., 0-3 I ((f( 11111111,111d11Jl'nh 
nvE ~R8J/ PIECES 
· JACK NICHOLSON 
Karen Black and Susan Anspach 
,\dJII. \ 50 
-\d111 
Adm 
\7\ 
\ :'i() 
.. 
, 
lhur,-lrr. 
1\1.ry 2-3 
Sal. -S1111. 
l\lay 4-:'i 
·1 hur~.-l·ri. 
:'\lay '>-III ' 
Thurs.-Fri. 
April 11-1:: 
7 & <J p111 Adm. :---.75 
Reefer Matlnes~ 7. 8 :30 & IO pm 
!\tlm. S.50-
Sat.-Sun. The Last Pkture Show · Adm. s. 7S 
April 13-14 7 & 9 pm ( 11 pm ~at.I 
• •• 111 ,,,,,., 1111·.11,1, r.·. 
,• .• · • ,1111 ,,11,,.1. 
..... _ 
Cas,1hli111~·a ·7 & 9 pm 
I '.\ever S.111/;(l.-or,!\J¼ F:rlhl·r 
7_& •> pm 
Thurs.-Fri. 
April I 8- I <J 
Sat.-Sun. 
April 20-21 
Thurs.-Fri. 
AP,ril 25-26 
Sat.-~un. 
April, ..:7-28 
:\d11l. S.75 
.\d\'l'lllllrl·~ Of Rohin lloo.l . 
' - 7 & 11 pm ·,' .-\dm. s.SO . 
Publrc lnemy 7 & 9 p111 
Atlm. S.50 
Play I( Again Sam 
7 & l) p(ll Adm. S.75 
._ Exodus 
. - 7:30 pm 
- Adm. S.50 
Five Easy Pieces 7. •> -& I I pm 
Adm. S.75 -
- , PfiteRFONOA • DENNIS HOPPER ·JACK NICHOLSON 
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STEERING COMM,TTEE The committee hopes that the 
presid~nt will address himself to 
the points dealing I with input 
continued from. page one . and all re'ferences to pressure or 
the· Platform. He then solicited . Phillips yeste,:day m~ming at 10 other .such cone~. Tliey felt 
questions ·and comments from, a.m. (see Phillips _story). Later these ~ues _were __ not answered 
the audience, as well as a vote of that afternoon they attended a to their satisfaction at the 10 
acceptance· of the six point meeting t>f H&S faculty (see ~-m: -m~eting .. DiStefano felt that 
platform. faculty .story). This meeting was . this . is the onl}'. :way our 
Many questions were raised attended by a following of some mtegnty and the integrity of 
centering both- on Berrigan and 200 students. The president's I tha~a College is going to 
the _impl~cations of.the incident. m:etin~ resulted in the forum survive." . 
One student asked if it is the · bemg called for this afternoon The committee plans to go 
committee's wish to see that ·while the faculty meetin~ to _the Communi~y Council 
Berrigan is reoffered a position brought forth a vote of support meeting. tomorrow mght and ask' 
next spring. · Mark Sperling's. on the part of faculty members for thet~ endorsement, to go 
immediate answer was·, "We're who were on hand. alon~ with the others. If the 
dealing with the-issues at hand." In. terms of response the president d?es an_swer ~he 
He felt that the decisions made Steenng Committee has voiced stud~nts questions sat1sfactonly, 
should be retroactive and that the feeling that the student Chr~s DiStefano hopes . to 
the Berrigan offer and -response was "incredible," and mob1l~e stud7nts to attend ,the 
withdrawal would have to be the President's response "left council meeting en mass. "We 
reviewed. One student seemed some ambiguous feelings." They ~ope," she c~mmented, tho.ugh, 
a bit upset about the entire were generally "gra,tified" with to }et their support either 
assembly of people and asked, the faculty respoi:i,se. way. 
"Where do you get the idea that 
there has to be student input?" 
The first answer to be heard 
was a mumbled, "Ev.cry 
department has student input as 
to the hiring of professors." Paul 
Cooperstein, one of the 
committee members, then.· 
added, "If we pay the money, 
we have the_ right to determine 
our education.'? This response 
was awarded a great deal oL 
applause. 
One audience member then 
wanted to know what sort of 
committee they were planning, 
for hiring visiting professors. 
Chris Nelson, another committee 
· member, started by stating that 
the college- has never had an 
official visiting professor .before. 
To this Paul Cooperstein added, 
"There is no set procedure 
concerning their hiring ... that's 
·what we want to set up." He· 
added that this would also be 
putting a check on presidential 
power concerning these decision. 
Another concern of the 
students on hand was what if 
· President Phillips concurred with 
the demands, but didn't make 
~ them vt'et:ronctive?-: .. Ohris 
· DiStephano, of the Committee~ 
said, "We will jnot accept 
this .... we want a complete 
review ... by students, and -
faculty, .and administrators." 
Many suggestions - were then 
aired in regard to - 'i.vhat the 
students wanted to happen if 
Phillips did meet the demands 
and didn\t make· them 
retroactive. There were voices 
heard for a motatorium and. a 
· student strike, but · they were· 
~rought to a halt w,hen one· 
student remarked that they 
should approach the president 
with a degree of optimism, 
"even though I've never seen 
him, I've only seen_ his 
helicopter." 
Seventh Point 
Both the committee and 
student body on hand became 
concernt.:d that the demands 
lacked any. mention of 
retroactjvity to encompass the 
Berrigan issue. They then wrote 
up a seventh point· to add to the 
platform that would cover this. 
Mark Sperling then asked for 
the __ students to vote as to 
whether_ they supported the 
platform. After 'a few queries 
concerning· .the wording of the 
points, those · on ihand voted 
· unanimously to support them. 
Sperling ~hen invited all those 
interested-to Join the committee 
as they_ went b~fore Congress to 
askl for , silpport 9f their 
platform. . 
The ·.revised -seven points· of 
the 'pl_at,forni are pJjnted 
elsewhere itl -~~is issue . 
. ... .,~ ' 
C~ngress Supports Mo.ve 
Student council Meeting L:ast Tuesday 
This Valenti11e's Ddy, se11d your 
valentine a Vale11ti11e through The Ithacan. 
For 011/y S.25 for I 5 words or less, your 
words of love will appear in red 011 our 
center s11read. There is, of. course, 110 limit 
011 the amo11111 of classifieds you may 
place. 
-· Since ·The Ithacan will be distributed 011 
Valentine's Day, we 11111st have your 
classified ads by 4 PM Tuesday, February 
I 
12, 1974. Please bring or se11d your 
Vale11ti11e's Day Greeting to: 
T/ze Itltaca11 
c/o E11tertaimne11t Editor 
Basement Dorm 6 
Ithaca ·college, I 
Ithaca, N~w York 14850 
Have a Happy Valentine's Day from The 
Ithacan. 
After this special offer, classifieds will 
retum to free. The charge is to cover 
p·ri11ti11g charges for tlte red. 
Please enclose payment with your ad. 
Thank you. 
MISTER· DONUT 
\ Featuring· 
·The Best Cup 
of Coffee 
in Town. 
209 SOUTH MEADOW 
and the VILLAGE CREEN 
at COMMUNITY CORNERS 
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lC STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION 
SOCIETY TO SPONSOR TM LECTURE 
The Ithaca College' Students 
International, Meditation Society 
will be sponsoring an 
introduction to Transcental 
Meditation this Thursday, Feb. 
7th at 8 p.m. in the DcMott 
room of the Union, with guest 
lecturer Brian Earle. The lecture . 
is free and all are invited. 
Scientists are no longer 
refering to mind and body as 
separate things but rather as a 
whole-mindbody. It is well 
known that different states of 
conscjousness have certain 
definite physiological correlates. 
In our· normal waking state both 
the mind and body are active, in 
deep sleep both our mind and 
body are rested - inactive, and m· 
dreaming our body is rested but 
our mind is active. Some 
scientists beheve that another 
major state of consciousness 
exists Dr. Demetri P. 
K anellakos of the Stanford 
Research Institute has theorized 
that the state of restful alertness 
experienced during 
Transcendental Meditation is a 
fourth major state of 
functioning of the nen•om 
system. In a recent symposium 
on the Sci'ence of Creative 
Intelligence Dr. Kanellakos said: 
FRANKLYSPEAICING 
"We sle.ep to rejuvenate our 
bodies, we dream to rejuvenate 
our brairis, and we transcend to 
d e v e I o p our c r e a t i ve 
intelligence. lf we deny ourselves 
sleep, we cannot function 
physiologically; if we deny 
ourselves dreaming, we cannot 
function psychobiologically; and 
if we deny ourselves 
transcending, we· experience 
suffering because we do not use 
our full mental potential.'" 
The practice of 
Transcendental Meditation 
(more commonly known as 
"TJ\f'") produces a very 
profound integrated 
Physiological change in the 
nervous system. Dr. Keith 
Wallace. first person to do maJor 
research on TM. described these 
changes at the same SU 
symposium: '"The types of 
changes that occur during 
Transcenru:.ntal Meditation are 
remarkable~ Within some ten 
minutes after the start of TM 
the oxygen consumption. whicl; 
is a 11\easure of the bodv's total 
metabolism. decreases t~1 a level 
wl11ch is lnwer than after six or 
seven hours of sleep While the 
body is 111 this profound state of 
rest. the mind 1s relaxed and yet 
alert, which can be seen m the 
bram-wave pat terns."' 
bv PhilFtank 
'OBVIOUSLY A COMM11fEE DEC810Nl' 
• Handblocked Spreads and 
Rugs . 
• lncMse - Posters - Body 
Oils 
,, • Rolling Papers and Pipes 
• Silk Scarves and Belts· 
cLearan 
saLe 
Go on a buying 
spree without 
going.on a 
• Handmade clothing from the 
people of Pakistan, India, 
Israel, MexicoandGuatamala. 
• Hand Embroidered Sheep 
·Skin Coats 
• Handcrafted Silver Jewelry 
3 Convenient locations 
~dShalimar 
" BOUTIQUE FASlilONS Al I COLLEGEAVE • 148E.STATEST CORTlANDVIUEM1W.~ 
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SPORTS) I 
.. ·c wo· m~.4tift --s~m· .,._m. ·e·'". ft· · ·Back.stroker. Jeff· Schneiderman· 
• · • ~ ··· · ·-..,:-9 .~~ . :. · .. and. -IMer. Wilson~·',p.iac_ed 
· · -;. · -, two-three in 'the 200 Back; .to set 
· · . · . ::- · the stage ~or the 'biggest ·surptjse ' 
After making a strong bid, 
before vacation, for first place. at 
the recent N.Y.S. Relays, the 
Lady Ithacans of the· deep blue 
combined all of .their strengths 
in a ·recent three way meet to 
15-'eat Potsdam State and lose to 
to . three second. place firushes of _-the .. _ niglit. _Frosh,· Steve 
.,aga.mst ~otsdam m the ·100 yd. Danyla captured.his...first .win of 
Ind. Medley, 50 yd. freestyle, his college ,·career_ in -th1i 500 
and the 1~0 yd. f~eestylf- Free, to. keep Ithaca's lead solid. 
F~eshm~n, Gall Kelly chipp_eg m Mark Laff and Steve Kunkel 
_w1!h two __ ~econds on the one . thetj placed'two-three in tlie 200 Bom·llers 
Fourt.h\ D • t always powerful Penn State. · . In {heir 86-43 win over .esp I -e Potsdam, the Lady I(hacans 
b
meter · and _the three_ meter ·-Breast, and Scott. Handler took 
o~ds. _Senior captam , B.J. second on the three~ meter 
We!ser. added a seco~d place board, giving lthaca 3 slim· one 
fin~h m t}:le 5o yd. butterfl_y, point lead going into the final 
Good Be99 
swam to eleven first place 
·, n n· .• n .-finishe~, sev~n second . p~aces, 
and ·eight third place f1mshes, 
One of those first places was 
. while soph<;>more Car?l Hubbel 400 Free Relay; With the 
swam to.seco_nd place m the 100 ,·· outcome of the ·meet-resting on 
yd. backStroke. that final event·. IC's · team of 
Ithaca lost to powerhouse G"" s Wil ' w It d 
. _ w..ie , son, a ers, an 
Penn State by a score of 88-43. anchored by Stahl captured the 
Against Penn, the Lady lthacans lead during the first lap of the . 
managed f.our fjrst places, three ,race, ana steadily widened it, to 
of which belonged to sopht?more . win by 'a full pool length and to 
Cindy Piebes, in the 200 yd. give Ithaca the victory, in one of 
freestyl_e, 100 rd. butterfly, and - the greatest Ithaca finishes in a 
as a member of the record long time .. -
By Lee Auerbach 
The Ithaca College Bombers 
dropped their fourth straight 
game Wednesday night, a 
discouraging 91-84 loss against 
the- Hamilton Continentals at the 
Ben Light Gym. 
The game looked promising 
for the Bombers when, following 
an early setback, they scored 12 
points in a row tG>"lead 22-16. 
This ad van tagc was increased to 
I I ,in<l the Bombers led the 
Continentab 37-26 with seven 
mmutes lt:ft in the first half. 
Charlie Johnson, who 
contributed 14 points in the ftrst_-
period, was responsible for much 
of the Bombers' comeback 
scoring. Hamilton issued a press 
during the final minutes 01 the 
half and held the I th a cans to one 
basket for the rcmafnder of the 
period. When the buzzer· 
·sounded, Hamilton had regained 
the lead 44-43. 
The key to the Statesmen's 
success was 5'9" junior Mark 
Badger. who had game honors 
with 29 points. Badger 
continuously challenged the 
Bomber defense which couldn't 
, contain his outside-shooting and 
superior ball handling.- .. 
• i 
' I 
The Bombers tit!d it up at 4 7 
apiece I :42 into the second half, 
hut soon found theri1selves 
trailing by 10 wit11 15 minutes 
remaining. 
A s h as he e n t he case 
throughout the season, lth.ica 
was unable to penetrate the zone 
defense. Lo~ng shots were 
"thrown up·: without an 
apparent effort at an organized 
· ' earned in the 200 yd. freestyle 
relay by V. Newell, C. Piebes, C. 
Kranzley, and K. Eaton. The 
relay team broke the state 
record. with a new time of 
1:47.7. Other firsts were earned 
in the ; 100 yd. medley (Newell, 
Doutrich); 200 yd. freestyle, (C. 
Piebes); 5·0 • yd.. backstroke, 
( N e·w ell); 50 yd. freestyle, 
(Eaton); 50 Y.cL breaststroke, 
(Coutrich); 100 yd. butterfly, 
(Piebes); · 100 freestyle, (Eaton); 
l 00 yd. breaststroke, 
. Senior ·cheryl Kranzley. swam 
-~·:~"-·,] 
/" 
.. :j·. 
SWIMMERS 
By Dave Rives 
:(;}.'. The IC Swim team hit· the 
,\:'midpoint of- their season last 
· Tuesday by tying arch-rival 
John smith ,ays ,t up. - M ELECH Co,rtland · State at home. Last 
breaking 200 yd. freestyle relay "The guys fought hard/'. 
tealll. Eaton contributed two chortled; . Ware -after the meet, 
firsts-in the 50 yd. freestyle and "They, came back strong after 
the 200 yd. fn:estyl~ relay -'.l!.nd that opening disqualification put 
one second, m the I 00 , yd. the· heat"·-0n." 
freestyle. Gail Kelly ·again ad~ed Cortland State · 
two second place·finishes in the _ · ·; , _ . . 
one meter and three meter L3$t Tu~sday·s ~~et_w.1tb nval 
diving. · Co:fland also provide~ plenty.Qf-
thnlls. It turned out· to be· a 
SPLASH 
good exercise for Monday 
morning quarterbacks, with the 
56-56 score coming. about as 
neither team entered a second 
man in the 1000 Free. 
Lock Haven, nevertheless, did -~ "I . was sure that they_ 
jump ahead, to an early lead (Cortland) would have a better . 
follow.ing thy relay, with a pair · man in there," remarked Ware 
of one-tl).ree "finishes in the 1000 - alluding to· the fact that he just 
iJ.nd 200 Free style events, as IC didn-'t have another good 
distance man Steve Danyla and distance man to enter into the 
200 man Steve Walters could race." _ Saturday, they kicked off the 
offense. This was evidenced in second half of their long fifteen 
their low 39% shooting meet campaign by defeating 
'manage only seconds. Sprinter IC took the opening relay, . 
percenta3e. 
Bruce Jones, who was team 
high with 24 points and 12 
rebounds, hit 9 tallies in a row 
for the Born bers and they 
recovered to within three points 
with 9:40 to go. Ho·wever, IC 
rapid!)[. fell behind and were 
once again down by 11 with 
2:45 on- the clock. Further 
Bomber efforts were: futile and 
the Continentals went on to 
their ·fifth 1victory of the season 
with a seven point. advantage as 
playing time expired. 
Lock Haven State, down in Lock 
Haven, Pa. The win snapped a 
dismal six meet loosing streak, 
dating back to early December, 
and was a breath of fresh air for 
varsity coach Bill Ware's "fish." 
~ "Th'e ·guys really' :wanted· this ' 
one," commented Ware, "They 
came through in a number of 
tight situations." 
One of those situations was 
set up ··by a costly 
disqualification pinned on the 
lthacan's opening Medley Relay 
team. Lock Haven's relay team 
_was also disqualified, as lucky 
The J. V .'s were overcome for the Bombers neither team, 
76-62 in the preliminary contest. ended up with an opening lead. 
Bruce· Gillies got the Bgmbers and six of the eleven individual 
going with a victory' in the 50, events en route to the . .tie. The 
followed by one-three finish of, 400 Medley - Relay te·aJJl of 
Captain Jim Stahl and Steve S~hneiderman, Laff, Stahl and 
Wilson in the 200- IM. Stahl's Gillies, puttogether · IC's fastest ·· 
time of 2: 10.8 in that event:set a relay - of the year"' "t6:r sevip. 
new Lock Haven pool record. · · _· points,. Diver Handler won on 
Next, came the one met!!T~,):>otlr::1lfioanls: setting a new 
Dive, where· diver Scott Handler· varsity record on the one meter, . , 
was edged out . of victory, 'and a varsity and pool mark-on'·'· 
settling for second. The the high board. Captain Stahl 
lthacans, who had been steadily tiea· Mike Marino's 200 Fly 
been wearing down Lo'ck record,Jet last January, with his 
Haven's lead finally captured it best performance in that race. 
with a one-.two sweep in the 200 Stahr. had earlier just missed 
Fly, won by Stahi. Peter Dodge being a double winner for the 
swam his fastest race yet for the night as he was toughed out of 
runner-up spot. From then on, four-tenths of a second in the 
IC never looked back. Sprinter 200 Free. Sprinter. Gillies w9n 
J40,M(BAKED 
NATURAL 
GOODNESS 
· 2.73-8213 
two for the Bombers, with 
victories in the 50 and l 00 Free, 
while Steve Wilson touched -out 
Mark Laff for honors in the 200 
Breast. Wilson· himself, had 
earlier just missed being a double 
winner, swimming his fastest 
200 1M race, only to lost by a 
mere · second. Diver Judd 
Wozencraft ·add~d- key thirds on 
both beards, the last ·one setting 
up : the' t~e, as" ·~ortfa~ct·s 400 ~ 
Free Retay· team .j,i-oved,·to oe 
too · shong for . the Bombers to 
handle . 
.... -.~ . 
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Dear ltllacan Shtt,' 
Eve,.yone need• • c.P.W. at one 
· DOlnt In· their lives. May you all find 
yours. 
Marc and Judi 
Classifieds Dear Karen, ' If I ever get to be· too rnucll Ilk• you-know-who, I would • consider 
myself a very 1uckY person. You'll 
reallze that someday. The world wlll. 
Dear Spacernan-
Do not worry • Wang Wang Is 
looking out for your lover. Maybe If 
you"re lucky, I'll teach her the art of 
wang-Wanglng. You lucky devll ••• , 
Robyn 
Dear Katl-
l"rn sorry to say that you'll never 
learn the art c;f Wang•Wanglng. 
(Unless you get old and distorted 
qulcklY) Keep trying and maybe with 
some sort of rnlracle, one day you'll 
wake up and get Into the "swing" of 
things. Jealous? 
w.w_. 
Spaghetti talk 
Dear Gth floor S.A., 
What haPPened 
Shaky- roommate? 
Thanks for the pr~ew • now on 
(OFF!!) to bigger and better thlngslll 
to your 
GT 
The Big Bustless Jokers 
Doug-
/ The shower that nlte was fine· but 
from now on let's do things at the 
right time In the proper placelll 
The Big Bustless Jokers 
Oear Luigi, , 
When are - we going to have .. : 
chance to practice my "homework • 
You have a lot to learn, and what 
Ith my over abundant knowledge ••• 
W Hugs and kisses 
Sophia 
Dave- Dear Unloved, _. t 
Having zipper trouble? can't keep Now you can say someone wro e 
your pants on? too BIG for your you-a classlfled, .. _ con):erned\ britches?? 
The Big Bustless Jokers 
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Dear Brian, . . 
I think I'm going to quack up. Ha, 
ha. 
Your friend at AA 
Eva-
It's snowing, so let's try It anew. 
Karl and Missy- , 
Love 
Tom 
Stlll haven't found any Englishmen 
quite like Johnny (upstairs). Am 5llll 
looking though! Joanne 
Mosquito-
I miss your stl ngl • 
Your sweetheart In I.Dndon 
"Hey, Lady", 
"HI, Kids!" Love and Miss you all. 
"The Grouse" In London 
Sweatsocks-
On the scale of 1 to 10 • It's the 
best. 
Betsy 
Anita-
Harvey Misses Reginald. 
Love, 
Joanne 
·Terraces first floor-
"HI, Kids!" 
Love and Kisses 
From across the ocean. 
MlkeHunt-
Can you get your column 
syndicated In the "London Times"? I 
really miss reading It. 
Janie Girl (Smile)· 
I'm "Counting 
Thanks. 
Phll-
my 
Love 
Joanne 
Blessings ... " 
Love, 
Joanne 
Anxlously awaiting Ruth's arrival. 
Love 
Betsy and Joa!'ne 
Mother, V.P. of Everybody's 
Business, 
We are doing fine In London. See 
you. 
The Children 
i<ath-
1 believe Joel st111 owes me one. 
Dear Randy-
Thanks so much for last FrldaY 
night. I really enjoyed myself. We 
should do It more often (I'll pay rnY 
own way. next time). 
Gene· 
.Think ·you're BIG, eh??? Well take 
It ALL off!! I , 
The Big Bustless Jokers Lady llhacans 1-S 
Smooch!!! 
Yours Truly 
average to twenty-one rebounds 
per game. Senior Pam Schule 
was high scorer with ten points 
and five rebounds and was ably 
supported by Karen Lang, who 
contributed eight points and 
seven rebounds. Juniors Nancy 
Bilodeau and Liz Price had five 
points apiece in the Ithaca 
. 
Dear T.H.1.E.F.-
Love, 
.Robyn 
Thanks for not waking me- up and 
for the dime you left In my wallet. 
(t•s greatly appreciated. B,ut next 
time, please do me a favor and forget 
the toilet part of the deal. 
Dear Ma and Dad-
Thanks for the surprise, I really 
love It, The cookies were gone In one 
night and It's not all my fault • 
Everyone, loved them. The ring Is 
great also, thanks again. 
Love, 
Me 
For Sale: Complete stereo system, 1 O 
Inch speakers. $30. Laurel X52 I, 
272·9777. 
s-
Thanks for •being my best 
non-critic. It's hard to believe how 
we are facing each other. But • 
"That's why we're best - friends"! 
ISAGYMR now more than ever. 
Love! 
The other half of you. 
Dear Sophld, 
You name the time and the Place 
and we'll go over your homework. 
Dear 1owa Farmer, 
Love, 
Luigi 
You now have your snow. Just like 
home. Good luck on the future 
misadventures of Have foot will stick 
It In mouth. Really, good luck, In all 
3 areas. 
···,q '),' 1:1·1, 
Dear Sylvia, 
May you rest in peace. 
Love, 
Ohll) Hick· 
Love, 
The Staff 
Jeanne, --
Happy Valentine's Day! Tha!Jls 
you, too for all your help with meals 
and transportation and the use of 
your refrlg and everything. You'll 
never know how much we 
appreciated It! It W!!S a great 
weekend and you're a ~rue friend. 
Dear D•G•D•S· of 11, 
, You know the procedure before 
,coming to OUR floor!!! What are 
YOUR rules??? Water Is no fun!!! 
BBJ 
Dear Pebbles, 
Hello, It's me. You know that I'd 
be with you If I could on Valentine's 
day, You"re my love, life and. 
Inspiration. I will always think about 
you. I have too mpch love within me 
for you. I can neve"I< find the words to 
tell you Just how much I really love 
you. If you feel the same way I do, 
you'll know the love I have for you. 
Let's plan a future together because 
love Is getting stronger day by day. 
Thank you for your patience and 
understanding and - for being you. 
Smile! Happy Valentine's Day no. 2 • 
may there be many more! 
Dear Dan, 
Love and Kisses 
Your pln·mate 
Bucket Bottom 
Wish you were here. 
Campus 
Dear Joe-
Have a very happy birthday. Don't 
get too exc,ited. Ali my best. 
Paul 
Dear Sandy-
Telephone call, pay phone! 
need I say who? 
Dear Peggy and Andy, 
Congratulations. May you have a 
long, happy llfe together. 
The Best (?) Man 
What legs!! 
Johri;'"' · 
Since wh_sm do you make obscene 
calls to Information? 
Jealous 
Dear Martha, 
MY artist draws better than your 
artist! 
HATT 
Dear Paul, 
To one of the kindest, most 
humanitarian, sensitive and loyal 
people I know ••. how did you ever get 
to be called neblsh? 
~y .A.J. 
In their first game of the 
1973-74 basketball season, the· 
Lady Ithacans lost to powerful 
East Stroudsburgh State, 63-45. 
Only· three weeks into the long 
season, the female hoopsters 
made a fine showing in this earcy 
outing. Although theJine-up was 
still being shuffled ·to find the 
right combinations, the Lady 
Ithacans utilized their height and 
everpresent depth to lead at 
halftime by a score of 29-28. 
Ithaca was led in the scoring· 
column by freshman pivot Karen 
Lang with eighteen points and 
six rebounds. Sophomore Reba 
Nash, much improved from last 
season, contributed twelve 
points and an amazing 
twenty-five rebounds, arid four 
assists. Senior co-captain Pam 
Schule tallied/ seven points for 
the Ithaca cause. The Lady 
lthacans ourebounded their 
opponents 45-32, but 
committed thirty-eight turnovers 
to their opponents twenty-six. 
Oneonta 
ln'their second .outing of the 
season, the Lady Ithacans 
demolished Oneonta State, as 
demonstrated by the final score 
of 64-29. Ithaca outrebounded 
their opponents 59-24 and 
attempted seventy-six shots as 
opposed to Oneonta's forty-two 
field goal attempts. Led by Reba 
Nash's eleven points, seventeen 
rebounds, and four assists, the 
Thanks again for everything. 
You're a great girt. Hope to see you 
again soon. 
Love, 
Nancy, Betsy, Sue, and Rick, too. 
c Lady Itha~ans used their entire 
squad to · engineer the victo!Y. 
Freshman Karen Lang 
contributed ten points and 
fifteen rebounds while senior 
Pam Schule continued her fine 
outside shooting for ten points 
and five rebounds. Junior 
co-captain Nancy Bilodeau was· 
credited with two assists, eight 
EXT. 158, I 
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and three rebounds, 
while her backcourt mates, Sally 
Scatton and Colleen Murphy 
played tenacious defense, which 
forced Oneonta into thirty-two 
turnovers. Guards Scatton and 
·Murphy combined for nine 
points, two rebounds, and four 
assists. 
The overall scoring was well 
distributed amongst the entire 
'team, signifying great depth and 
teamwork. 
The lthacans travelled to 
Hartwick last Saturday to seek 
their second victory of the 
young season. Their efforts 
proved fruitful as they returned 
home with a 43-28 victory. Reba 
Nash· gave another fine 
performance under the boar_ds 
for Ithaca, where she snared 
twenty-one rebounds and five 
points, thereby upping her 
i campaign. Junior guards Sally 
Scatton and Debbie Griswold 
played excellent defense and 
controlled the Ithaca offense 
with eight assists. Once again, 
coach Doris Kostrinsky used her 
entire team, thereby giving the 
whoie squad playing experience, 
in pre'paration for the state 
tournament in March. 
The Lady lthacans will travel 
to Buffalo on Friday night in 
. pursuit of their third straight 
victory. Their next home game is 
Feb. 12, at 4 p.m. against arch 
rival Cortland State. 
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